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Limitations
URS Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited (“URS”) has prepared this Report for the sole use of Sandwell MBC
(“Client”) in accordance with the Agreement under which our services were performed. No other warranty, expressed or
implied, is made as to the professional advice included in this Report or any other services provided by URS. This Report
is confidential and may not be disclosed by the Client nor relied upon by any other party without the prior and express
written agreement of URS.
The conclusions and recommendations contained in this Report are based upon information provided by others and
upon the assumption that all relevant information has been provided by those parties from whom it has been requested
and that such information is accurate. Information obtained by URS has not been independently verified by URS, unless
otherwise stated in the Report.
The methodology adopted and the sources of information used by URS in providing its services are outlined in this
Report. The work described in this Report was undertaken between July 2012 and June 2013 and is based on the
conditions encountered and the information available during the said period of time. The scope of this Report and the
services are accordingly factually limited by these circumstances.
Where assessments of works or costs identified in this Report are made, such assessments are based upon the
information available at the time and where appropriate are subject to further investigations or information which may
become available.
URS disclaim any undertaking or obligation to advise any person of any change in any matter affecting the Report, which
may come or be brought to URS’ attention after the date of the Report.
Certain statements made in the Report that are not historical facts may constitute estimates, projections or other forwardlooking statements and even though they are based on reasonable assumptions as of the date of the Report, such
forward-looking statements by their nature involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ
materially from the results predicted. URS specifically does not guarantee or warrant any estimate or projections
contained in this Report.
[Unless otherwise stated in this Report, the assessments made assume that the sites and facilities will continue to be
used for their current purpose without significant changes.]
[Where field investigations are carried out, these have been restricted to a level of detail required to meet the stated
objectives of the services. The results of any measurements taken may vary spatially or with time and further
confirmatory measurements should be made after any significant delay in issuing this Report.]
[Costs may vary outside the ranges quoted. Whilst cost estimates are provided for individual issues in this Report these
are based upon information at the time which can be incomplete. Cost estimates for such issues may therefore vary from
those provided. Where costs are supplied, these estimates should be considered in aggregate only. No reliance should
be made in relation to any division of aggregate costs, including in relation to any issue, site or other subdivision.]
[No allowance has been made for changes in prices or exchange rates or changes in any other conditions which may
result in price fluctuations in the future. Where assessments of works or costs necessary to achieve compliance have
been made, these are based upon measures which, in URS’ experience, could normally be negotiated with the relevant
authorities under present legislation and enforcement practice, assuming a pro-active and reasonable approach by site
management.]
[Forecast cost estimates do not include such costs associated with any negotiations, appeals or other non-technical
actions associated with the agreement on measures to meet the requirements of the authorities, nor are potential
business loss and interruption costs considered that may be incurred as part of any technical measures.]
Copyright
© This Report is the copyright of URS Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited. Any unauthorised reproduction or usage
by any person other than the addressee is strictly prohibited.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. Purpose of Document
This document is the Infrastructure Delivery Programme (IDP for Sandwell Metropolitan
Borough Council’s (MBC). The IDP is an overview of the key infrastructure requirements
required in Sandwell MBC as a result of the growth proposals outlined within the Black
Country Core Strategy (BCCS). The IDP will be used as part of the evidence base to
support the potential introduction of a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).

2. What is CIL and what are the benefits?
CIL is a levy on new development to fund infrastructure in the local area. It is expressed
as pounds per square metre and is levied on the gross internal floorspace of net additional
development liable to pay CIL. Infrastructure includes physical infrastructure such as
roads, schools and hospitals but also local services and amenities They key benefits of
CIL to Sandwell are as follows:


CIL will help fund the infrastructure in Sandwell needed to achieve the objectives of
the Black Country Core Strategy



The CIL ensures that developments make some financial contribution towards the
costs of the additional infrastructure their development creates the need for.



CIL is intended to be affordable. It is a simple fixed charge and the process used to set
and administer the charge is transparent and guided by Government regulations and
guidance.



CIL is a predictable funding stream that allows infrastructure providers to plan ahead
more effectively to deliver the infrastructure that is really required in the local
community



A significant proportion (between 15% and 25%) of the CIL can also be passed
directly to local neighbourhoods so that they can decide exactly what the money
should be spent on.

3. Growth in Sandwell
CIL is intended to support infrastructure needs generated by new development in an area.
The BCCS sets out the growth that will generate infrastructure demand over the planning
period. It forecasts that changes to the population of the Black Country over the period to
2026 will require 63,000 new homes. It sets an overall net target for housing provision in
Sandwell of 21,489 additional homes. This is the future planned growth that is used in
this IDP to quantify the infrastructure demand over the planning period.. Future growth
areas are shown in Figure E1 below:

Figure E1 Sandwell Regeneration Corridors and Growth Area
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4. Infrastructure Demand and Costs
Information on infrastructure demand was mainly gained directly from infrastructure
providers through a consultation process. Assumptions were used or infrastructure
demand modelling was carried out where appropriate. Any modelling was based on the
growth assumptions described above.
In quantifying the infrastructure needs generated by new planned development the
following steps were followed. This is in line with Government CIL regulations (2010) and
Guidance (2012).


Quantified the current infrastructure provision;



Identified existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity;



Quantified future
development’;



Estimated infrastructure costs;



Estimate sources of committed and projected funding; and



Use the information to estimate an aggregate funding gap that could at least partly be
met by CIL.

infrastructure

requirements

/

‘demand

arising

from

new

Following this methodical process the following information was gathered on infrastructure
needs and costs in Sandwell linked to future growth. For indicative purposes infrastructure
needs and costs linked to existing deficiencies is displayed even though this element is
not liable for CIL.
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Table E1 Sandwell Infrastructure Requirement (2012-2026)
Infrastructure Item

Costs (£m)

Funding

Education

56.0

0.0

Funding gap
(future need)
56.0

Health

356.3

350.0

6.3

Open Space /
Recreation

16.8

3.0

13.8

Libraries

2.4

0.0

2.4

Emergency
Services

0.0

0.0

0.0

Strategic Transport

2.1

2.1

0.0

Local Transport

73.2

13.5

59.7

Public Transport

21.5

3.7

17.8

4.3

2.5

1.8

532.6

374.8

157.8

Utilities
Total

5. Total Funding Gap
Table E1 shows that the total funding gap after committed funding is approximately
£533m. An estimate of projected funding was made by infrastructure providers. Estimated
projected funding is £374.8m with the majority of this made up of £350m to fund a new
hospital raised through PF2. Even with this projected funding the funding gap is £157.8m.
This provides justification for charging CIL.

6. s106 and CIL
From the introduction of CIL in Sandwell, anticipated to be July 2014, CIL will be used to
fund, or contribute to funding, those items of infrastructure, or type of infrastructure, set
out in the Council’s Regulation 123 List. The Draft Reg.123 List has been prepared (see
separate document for full details).

From that date, planning obligations made under Section 106 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 will be limited to those matters that are directly related to a specific site.
Sandwell will continue to pool Section 106 contributions to provide appropriate items of
infrastructure not contained in the Reg. 123 List. No more than five planning obligations
(entered into after 6 April 2010) will be pooled in respect of one of these items of
infrastructure.
S106 receipts have totalled approximately £6.6m between 2006 and 2012. A variety of
types of development have funded S106 contributions, but the majority has been secured
from residential development. The majority of the funds have been secured for open
space and transport infrastructure.
SANDWELL INFRASTRUCTURE
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7. Conclusion and Next Steps
This section has assessed the cost of providing the infrastructure required to meet the
needs of people arising from future housing growth in Sandwell over the planning period.
It has been careful to be conservative on these costs. An assessment of available funding
sources and distinguished committed funding has been made as this should also be
discounted from the amount that could potentially be met by developer contributions.
Taking all this into account the estimated funding gap is approximately £157 million after
committed and projected funding.
CIL receipts are presently expected to raise
approximately £6.894 m between 2014 and 2021, or about £240,000 per annum. This is
significantly less that the borough’s average annual S106 legal agreements receipts of
£1.1m over the last few years. In the light of the information provided, the proposed
charge would therefore make only a modest contribution towards filling the likely funding
gap.
Given the current difficult economic climate and public funding cuts, CIL represents a
potentially powerful future infrastructure funding mechanism to help bridge that gap.
However, It is anticipated that the CIL rates will be reviewed if and when there is any
significant change in the local economic circumstances, but in any event it may well be
appropriate to do so after is has been in place for no longer than 3 years. To assist with
this it is intended to monitor market viability on an annual basis.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose and Scope of this Document
This document is Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council’s (MBC) Infrastructure
Development Programme (IDP). It presents an overview of some of the key
infrastructure requirements that will be needed within Sandwell MBC as a result of the
growth proposals outlined within the Black Country Core Strategy (adopted February
2011). The IDP will be used as part of the evidence base to support the potential
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).
A key requirement of the CIL regulations (also as outlined in the various guidance
documents1) is that the Council should provide evidence that there is an infrastructure
funding gap that funds levied from CIL could be used to address. This IDP therefore
provides that evidence and specifically identifies:


Infrastructure providers and existing provision within the borough;



Current shortfalls in infrastructure provision and infrastructure proposals;



Additional infrastructure required to accommodate future population growth
and deliver the policies and proposals contained within the Joint Core
Strategy;



Costs and sources of funding to provide the additional infrastructure
required; and



Evidence of an aggregate funding gap that could be at least partly met by
CIL.

This IDP reports on the outcome of discussions with infrastructure providers
regarding proposals that are expected to come forward over the period of the Core
Strategy. Such proposals may need to go through Council approval processes. As
such, the inclusion of projects or proposals in this document does not necessarily
mean that they are supported by the Council.
1.2

Community Infrastructure Levy
The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) allows communities to raise funds from
developers undertaking new building projects in their area. CIL is expressed as
pounds per square metre and is levied on the gross internal floorspace of the net
additional liable development. CIL rates, which can differ between uses, will be set
out within the Council’s CIL Charging Schedule. The funding contributions can be
used to fund a wide range of infrastructure within the Borough that is needed as a
result of development such as open space, children’s play facilities and local transport
improvements.

1

For Regulations see; DCLG, CIL Regulations (2010), Amendments to the CIL regulations November 2012. Also Guidance notes:
DCLG, CIL Guidance (Dec 2012).
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1.3

Key Benefits of the CIL
The CIL has the following key features that will benefit the implementation of
infrastructure necessary to meet the needs of Sandwell’s growing population over the
planning period (2013-2026).


CIL will help fund the infrastructure in Sandwell needed to achieve the objectives of
the Black Country Core Strategy



CIL is justified because most development puts an additional strain on Sandwell’s
infrastructure. Infrastructure includes physical infrastructure such as roads, schools
and hospitals but also local services and amenities. The CIL ensures that
developments make some financial contribution towards the costs of the additional
infrastructure their development creates the need for.



CIL is intended to be affordable. It is a simple fixed charge and the process used to set
and administer the charge is transparent and guided by Government regulations and
guidance. This means that developers should have certainty regarding what their
contributions will be from the start of the development process and the public
understand how particular developments will contribute to their local community.



CIL gives the Council flexibility and the freedom to set priorities for what the money
should be spent on. It is a predictable funding stream that allows infrastructure
providers to plan ahead more effectively to deliver the infrastructure that is really
required in the local community



A significant proportion (between 15% and 25%) of the CIL can also be passed
directly to local neighbourhoods so that they can decide exactly what the money
should be spent on.

1.4

Evidence to justify the CIL
The starting point for the CIL Charging Schedule is the Black Country Core Strategy
(2011) (BCCS). The Core Strategy outlines plans for approximately 21,500 new
homes in the borough by 2026. After completions are taken account of the figure is
approximately 17,088 and this is the housing growth assumption used in this study2.
These homes will help to meet the housing needs of Sandwell’s population and will
also help to boost local economic development. To support this extensive growth
certain infrastructure is essential. This infrastructure requirement is outlined in this
document - the Sandwell IDP. It also builds on the Black Country Infrastructure and
Deliverability Study (BCIDS) (2009) which was a key piece of supporting evidence to
the BCCS. The evidence required by Government guidance to support the CIL
Charging Schedule includes the following:

2



Evidence of an infrastructure funding gap - Evidence of the total infrastructure
funding gap that the CIL is intended to support, having taken account of the other
sources of available funding. This is included in this document.



Viability Assessment - Evidence regarding the effect the CIL will have on the
economic viability of Sandwell. This will demonstrate to an independent examiner that
the proposed CIL rate strikes an appropriate balance between helping to meet the

Sandwell Site Allocations and Delivery DPD
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infrastructure funding gap identified and the potential effects on the economic viability
of development in the local area. This is covered by the Sandwell CIL Viability Study
(November 2012).
The primary evidence to establish whether there is a funding gap that could be partly
met by CIL is the IDP. The IDP underpins the Core Strategy by assessing Sandwell’s
infrastructure needs to 2026. Once the infrastructure requirement is established the
next step involves working out whether there is sufficient funding to meet that need. If
a funding gap is established CIL can be charged to help address the gap.
1.4.1

The Definition of Infrastructure
The Planning Act 2008 provides a wide range of infrastructure which can be funded
by the levy. It can be defined as physical or hard infrastructure such as utilities and
transport; green infrastructure such as parks, open spaces and the natural
environment; and social infrastructure such as schools, health facilities and other
public services. This report has compiled data under three broad types of
infrastructure which may be required to support development within the Borough.
These are as follows:

1.5



social infrastructure,



transport and utilities,



waste and flood defence.

Existing and future need and committed funding
In order to correspond to the principles of NPPF and the December 2012 CIL
guidance, which outlines the requirements for how s106 agreements and CIL will
work together to fund infrastructure, it is important that developers only pay to
mitigate additional demand for infrastructure that arises as a result of new
development. This means that they should not be liable to contribute to existing unmet need and deal with deficiencies in existing infrastructure (apart from that element
that is made worse by their development).
If there is significant spare capacity in existing infrastructure it is assumed that the
new population arising from the new development could use up that spare capacity
and therefore this means the developer should also not be liable for that element of
demand. In this regard it is important to distinguish where there is any spare capacity
in existing infrastructure and where there is any unmet need. Also, the developer
should not be liable to pay for any current or future deficits that are funded through
committed funding streams so it is important to establish whether funding is intended
for this purpose.

1.6

Report Structure and Approach
This document is structured around the key types of infrastructure under
consideration broken into sub-sections where appropriate, as follows; Social
Infrastructure, Transport and Utilities, Waste and Flood Defence.
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Internally, each section and sub-section (dealing in turn with a specific type of
infrastructure) broadly follows the same structure based on the approach outlined
below:


Introduction;



Current provision;



Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity;



Future requirements / demand arising;



Costs;



Sources of committed funding; and



Aggregate funding gap.

This document has been produced based upon consultation with infrastructure
providers as well as Sandwell MBC. The consultation exercise identified the content
of capital programmes, areas of deficit and future plans that are required to
accommodate the planned growth with the Borough. Information was also contributed
on existing infrastructure provision within the Borough and identified deficits within
this provision. An acknowledgement list of infrastructure providers and consultees
within Sandwell MBC who were consulted as part of the production of this document
is contained in Appendix B.
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2

SANDWELL TODAY AND TOMORROW

2.1

Introduction
As described in Section 1, CIL is intended to support the infrastructure needs of new
development in an area over the planning period. This chapter therefore provides a
broad overview of baseline conditions and expected growth in Sandwell over the
period of the Core Strategy in the context of factors that are likely to generate
demand for infrastructure provision; for example population growth will put pressure
on social infrastructure such as schools and health service provision. This information
is developed in subsequent chapters of the IDP and is used to inform Sandwell’s CIL.

2.2

Borough Profile
Sandwell is surrounded by urban areas as it borders Birmingham and the other three
Black Country authorities. It has good transport links with the M5 and M6 transecting
the borough and good public transport links with the Midland Metro and the West
Coast Main Line railway. Despite its predominantly urban character Sandwell has
many areas of open space which includes seven award winning green flag parks and
approximately 820 hectares of Green Belt, which contribute to its environmental
quality and attractiveness.
Figure 2.1 Map of Sandwell MBC
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2.2.1

Demographic Profile
According to 2011 mid-year estimates Sandwell has a population of 309,000 with a
young population structure of 20.2% aged 0-14 and 20.1% of people aged 60.
Analysis of population relative to its size shows that Sandwell has a population
density of 36.4 people per square hectare.
The latest estimates of population by ethnicity from 2009 shows the proportion of
minority groups (defined as non-White British) within Sandwell is 26.2%. Asian groups
are the largest minorities in each area.
2011-based projections suggest that if recent demographic trends continue Sandwell
will have the largest population in the Black Country by 2014 and experience a total
increase of 8.5% by 2021 to reach 335,400. These projections do not take account of
policy or development aims that have not yet had an impact on observed trends so
should be treated as indicative only.

2.2.2

Socio – Cultural Profile
The Indices of Deprivation provide a measure of relative deprivation levels across
England. Deprivation scores are calculated for each district across a number of
measures; these are then converted into a national ranking system where a rank of 1
equals the most deprived district in England. The most recent indices from 2010
show that Sandwell was ranked 12th of 326 local authority districts. Measures at the
district level can mask pockets of significant deprivation. Each district can be subdivided into areas called Lower Layer Super Output Areas (LSOA). These are used
for the presentation of statistics such as the Index of Multiple Deprivation, which is
part of the national indices. Analysis shows that in 2010 9.4% of Dudley’s LSOA
were amongst the 10% most deprived in England, compared to 24.3% in Walsall,
26.6% in Wolverhampton and 30.5% in Sandwell.
The percentage of Black Country pupils achieving 5 or more GCSE (and equivalent)
grades A*-C, including English and Maths, has shown a continued increase over the
five years to 2011. Although results are below the England average of 59%,
Sandwell has narrowed the gap between their results and those at the national level
where 50% of Sandwell pupils achieved the standard.
Male and female life expectancies are on an upward trend inline with the pattern seen
for the West Midlands and England. Data from 2008-2010 shows that male life
expectancy at birth in Sandwell is 75.5 years. Women have longer life expectancies,
with 80.8 years in Sandwell. Sandwell’s life expectancies fall below those of males
(78.6) and females (82.6) at the national level.
Childhood obesity levels can be viewed as an indicator of future health issues.
Obesity amongst Black Country reception year school children is more prevalent than
the 9.4% seen at the England level. Data for 2010/11 reported that 11.2% of
reception children in Sandwell were obese.
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Crime levels in all four districts have seen a steady and sustained decrease over the
past few years. In the period 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012 the crime rates per
thousand people were 66.6 in Sandwell.
2.2.3

Housing Profile
As of April 2011 there were nearly half a million dwellings in the Black Country.
Sandwell has the second largest number amongst the four districts at 127,845.
These figures are reflective of population size, but the structure of the population in
terms of households (family groupings) is also an important determinant in the
requirement for dwellings.
The large majority of dwellings are in the owner-occupied / private rented sectors
71.3% in Sandwell. Local authority housing is still a key sector in Sandwell (24%).
The proportion of vacant housing, in Sandwell (3.7%) is higher that national level
(2.9%).
House prices at the national and regional levels have been on a downward trend
since the last peak in 2007, though they have stabilised somewhat in the last twelve
months. The Black Country districts demonstrate the same pattern but have lower
average prices. As of October 2012 the average house price in Dudley was £118,713,
with Walsall at £103,997, Wolverhampton £101,524 and Sandwell £93,706.

2.2.4

Employment Profile
Vitality amongst the labour market can be measured through the proportion of
working age (16-64) people who are in, or actively seeking, employment. Figures
from 2011/12 show that the economic activity rate was 73.6% in Sandwell.
In terms of employment there remains a large reliance on manufacturing, which
employs around 1 in 6 workers in the Black Country and is the largest of 18 industrial
sectors in three of the four districts; Wolverhampton has the largest proportion of its
workforce employed in the health sector (15.3%). Health, retail and education are the
other large employers across the Black Country. Comparison with national figures
demonstrates the importance of manufacturing (Black Country 15.5%; England 8.5%)
but shows a relative under-representation in the information / communication, finance
and professional / scientific / technical sectors.
Average earnings of those working in the Black Country districts vary from £22,932
(Sandwell) to £23,984 (Walsall). Whilst these figures are considered reasonably
precise, the way they are collected makes comparisons between areas and over time
difficult, but the trend over previous years shows that the Black Country districts have
consistently lower earnings levels than the West Midlands (£25,553 in 2011) and
England (£26,601) as a whole.
As of September 2012 there were 46,812 Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA) claimants in
the Black Country. Data from the last two years shows that the number of claimants
in each district has followed a generally increasing trend, mirroring the pattern seen
nationally but with notably higher rates. 3.8% of the working age population in
England were claiming JSA compared to 7.5% in Sandwell.
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Long-term unemployment is also higher in the Black Country. Data from September
2012 shows that around 34.2% of JSA claimants in Sandwell have been on the
benefit for a year or more; the equivalent figure for England is 27.9%.
The unemployment figures are symptomatic of the recessionary period, and business
creation in the Black Country has also declined under recent economic conditions.
From 2007 to 2010, the latest year for which figures are available, the number of new
businesses per 10,000 adult population decreased year-on-year to reach 34 in
Sandwell. The struggle to sustain new businesses activity is illustrated by the
proportion of new Black Country businesses that ceased trading within a year, which
more than doubled from 3.5% in 2006 to 7.2% in 2009.
Developing a skills base amongst the workforce is essential to economic
development. Figures from 2011 indicate that the percentage of working age people
with no qualifications is greater amongst the Black County districts than for England
(10.4%). 18.1% in Sandwell. Conversely fewer people have higher skills of NVQ
level 4 (and equivalent) and above; Sandwell has 18.3%, compared to 32.7% for
England.
2.2.5

Health Profile
Life expectancy provides a good summary measure for all deaths from all causes and
it reflects the overall health of the population. While life expectancy has improved for
both Sandwell and England, it remains significantly lower than the national average
for both men and women in Sandwell. The gap has remained fairly stable for women
but for men it has widened between 2000 and 2010, though it has narrowed again
since 2008. The main health challenges in Sandwell are circulatory disease, lung
cancer and chronic respiratory disease.
In Sandwell the main infrastructure related issues that impact on health include the
nature of land use, access to public services, employment, healthy food, green space
and transport. An example of this is in the promotion of increased physical activity.
Despite concerted efforts over many years the levels of physical activity in Sandwell
remain significantly lower than the national average. Low levels of physical activity
are related to higher levels of obesity, cardiovascular disease and a range of other
health conditions. Provision of appropriate social and transport infrastructure are an
important part of a comprehensive approach to improving the health of the people of
Sandwell.

2.3

Scale of Anticipated Growth
The four Black County Local Authorities (Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall and
Wolverhampton) produced a Black County Core Strategy (BCCS). The BCCS is a
strategic planning document that sets out the vision, objectives and strategy for future
development in the Black Country to 2026. The BCCS was adopted in February 2011
and now forms the basis of the Black Country Authorities’ Local Planning Documents,
including for Sandwell the Site Allocations and Delivery Development Plan Document
(SAD DPD) , West Bromwich Area Action Plan (WBAAP), Tipton Area Action Plan
(TAAP) and Smethwick Area Action Plan (SAAP).
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2.3.1

Black Country Core Strategy (BCCS)
The BCCS sets a long term vision of how land will be used in Sandwell up to 2026
and covers issues such as the number of new homes to be built, requirements for
employment land and the key areas for regeneration. It also identifies the large scale
development opportunities that exist in the borough.
The BCCS forecasts that changes to the population of the Black Country over the
period to 2026 will require 63,000 new homes and sets an overall net target for
housing provision in Sandwell of 21,489 additional homes. The expected housing
growth for Sandwell is show below:
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Table 2.1 Sandwell Housing Growth (2012 to 2026)
Regeneration corridor

Number of units

RC 8

3,910

RC 9

5,320

RC 12

2,591

RC 13

3,133

RC 16

536

Regeneration Corridor Total

13,1661

Other capacity outside the Growth Network

901

Free-standing employment sites

714

Estimated net change on housing demolition sites

-3,031

Total net dwellings (2006-2026

21,4892

1

2

discounted by 15%; figure includes completions 2006-9 and commitments at April 2009 of 2741 and 6998,
(commitments discounted by 10%).Source: BCCS 2011

Employment land is expected to decrease in Sandwell by 400 hectares between 2009
and 2026. However, the Black Country Employment Land Review published in 2009,
identified that Sandwell needs an additional 5ha of employment space for waste
recycling facilities for the period up until 2020/21. The anticipated change in
employment land is indicated in Table 2.2 below:
Table 2.2 Sandwell Employment Land (2012 to 2026)
Employment Land

Ha

Gross employment land 2009

1,251 ha

Gross employment land 2016

1,214 ha

Gross employment land 2026

850

Source: BCCS 2011 Table 10 p81

2.3.2

Site Allocations and Delivery DPD and the West Bromwich AAP
Following on from the BCCS, Sandwell has prepared its Site Allocations and Delivery
Development Plan Document (SAD DPD). The SAD DPD provides more detail about
where growth will be directed within the Borough within the period up to 2021.
Similarly the West Bromwich AAP provides additional detail for the Strategic Centre
and its environs:
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Table 2.3 Sandwell Housing Land Supply up to 2021
Housing Land Supply

Dwellings

Completions 2006-2021

3,645

Committed capacity- April 2011

6,064

Capacity within regeneration corridors
RC8

1,403

RC9

1,189

RC12

373

RC13

1,138

RC16

124

Regeneration Corridor Total

4,227

West Bromwich AAP (up to 2021)

2,262

Free-standing employment site

633

Demolitions 2006-2011

-1,556

Estimated housing demolitions 2011-2021

-1,822

Capacity on demolition sites

1,275

Other capacity outside of the growth network

399

Total Net Dwellings

11,482

Discounted by 25%

8,612

Total Capacity up to 2021

12,257

Source: Sandwell Site Allocations and Delivery DPD (2011)
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Table 2.4 Employment Land Supply to 2021
Employment Land
Type /
Regeneration
Corridor

High Quality
Strategic
Employment
Land ha

Local
Employment
Land ha

Total SAD
DPD ha

SAD DPD
Development
Sites ha

8

223.5

79

302.5

33.5

9

-

127

127

6.8

12

252

194

446

55.7

13

-

88

88

-

16

-

19

19

-

OOC

-

13.5

13.5

11.5

Total

475.5

520.5

996

108

-

86.5

86.5

-

475.5

607

1082.5

108

WB AAP
Total Sandwell

Source: Sandwell Site Allocations and Delivery DPD (2011)

2.3.3

Regeneration Corridors and Strategic Centre
The Black Country Core Strategy identifies 16 Regeneration Corridors, of which five
are located within Sandwell:


RC 8 Hill Top;



RC 9 Dudley Port/ Brades Village;



RC 12 Oldbury/ West Bromwich/ Smethwick;



RC 13 Rowley Regis/ Jewellery Line; and



RC 16 Tipton/ Princes End/ Coseley.

These regeneration corridors are the focus for growth along with the four strategic
centres. The Strategy sets out a vision for each corridor, as well as indicative housing
and employment targets. The Sandwell Site Allocations and Delivery DPD and West
Bromwich AAP provides additional detail.
2.3.4

RC 8 Hill Top
Regeneration Corridor 8 covers the central area between West Bromwich and
Wednesbury. The housing growth areas are located near the strategic centre of West
Bromwich and the town centres of Great Bridge and Wednesbury. The area will
benefit from its location adjacent to the strategic highway network and its excellent
public transport links to create a new resource recovery park within the corridor. In
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addition, new housing will be created on areas of obsolete employment land. Existing
housing areas will also be improved through Private Finance Initiatives.
The Black Country Core Strategy projects that the area will gain an additional 3,910
net new homes between 2006 and 2026. The Sandwell SAD DPD identifies 1,712 of
these dwellings up to 2021.
The employment areas of the corridor are situated around the A41 Black Country
New Road, which runs north - south along the western side of the corridor. The Hill
Top area has been identified as an area of Potential High Quality Strategic
Employment. The Black Country Core Strategy identifies a total of 281ha for
employment use, of which 33.5 ha is specifically allocated in the Sandwell SAD DPD
as development sites. Hill Top has also been identified as a strategic location for a
waste management facility.
2.3.5

RC 9 Tipton – Dudley Port – Brades Village
Regeneration Corridor 9 covers the area between Oldbury, Great Bridge, Burnt Tree
and Owen Street, Tipton. The strategy for this corridor is to use the availability of
obsolete employment land to create new residential units providing a range of
housing types and tenures.
The housing growth areas are located throughout the corridor, with the majority of
proposed sites close to public transport. The Black Country Core Strategy identifies
that an additional 5,320 net new homes will be delivered in the corridor between 2006
and 2026, and that 126.95ha of employment land will be retained in the corridor. 6.
The SAD DPD identifies 2,646 of these dwellings up to 2021.

2.3.6

RC 12 Oldbury
Regeneration Corridor 12 runs from the Langley area of Oldbury, up to West
Bromwich Town Centre and eastwards towards Smethwick.
The Black Country Core Strategy identifies that a further 2,591 homes will be
delivered between 2006 and 2026 and 411ha of employment space retained, with
55.71ha specifically allocated in the SAD DPD. The SAD DPD identifies the potential
to provide approximately 2,617 net new homes which includes the Smethwick Area
Action Plan by the year 2021 (West Bromwich AAP is also located in RC 12 which
has identified approximately 3,300 new units between 2006 and 2026).
Regeneration opportunities will be explored for Chances Glass Works and Soho
Foundry.

2.3.7

RC 13 Rowley Regis
Within Sandwell, the Regeneration Corridor follows the Birmingham-Stourbridge
railway line, including the local stations at Rowley Regis (Blackheath), Old Hill and
Cradley Heath.
Most of the proposed housing growth areas are located around Cradley Heath
Railway and Bus Station and Cradley Heath Town Centre; the remainder are located
around Old Hill Railway Station, Old Hill Local Centre, and Brickhouse.
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The Black Country Core Strategy proposes that an additional 3,133 net new homes
will be provided, and 88.13ha of employment land will be retained, up to 2026. The
SAD DPD identifies the potential to provide approximately 1,364 net new homes by
the year 2021.
2.3.8

RC 16 Tipton
Within Sandwell, the Regeneration Corridor mainly follows the line of Bloomfield
Road, High Street Princes End, and Batmanshill Road. The Black Country Core
Strategy identifies an additional 536 net new homes to be built, and 10 ha of
employment to be retained within the Corridor up to 2026. The SAD DPD identifies
the potential to provide approximately 494 net new units by the year 2021 and retains
18.95ha of employment land.

2.3.9

Outside the growth network
The Regeneration Corridors are the focus for growth within the Borough. However
there are development opportunities outside of the corridors. The SAD identifies that
these areas have the potential to create up to 1,881 additional new homes. One of
the significant areas is the Bescot site at Friar Park, Wednesbury, where there is the
potential for residential development of approximately 700 dwellings.

2.3.10

West Bromwich Strategic Centre
West Bromwich is defined in the Black Country Core Strategy as a Strategic Centre
with an important retail role. The area is covered by the West Bromwich Area Action
Plan (AAP). Parts of the town centre sit within both Regeneration Corridors 8 and 12.
The Area Action Plan is promoting significant change within the area, and over the
plan period (up until 2026) will deliver something in the order of:


220,000 sqm of new office floorspace;



65,000 sqm of comparison retail floorspace;



4,800sqm of convenience shopping provision;



Up to 3126 new homes;



Improved transport network; and



Improved public realm.
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Figure 2. 2 below depicts the regeneration corridors and strategic centres within
Sandwell.
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Figure 2.2 Regeneration Corridors and Strategic Centres

Source: BCCS (2011)
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2.4

Black Country Infrastructure and Deliverability Study (BCIDS) (2009)
The Black Country Infrastructure and Deliverability Study (BCIDS) was completed in
2009 to provide an evidence base for the deliverability of the Black Country Joint
Core Strategy (BCJCS). The BCIDS study looked at a wide range of infrastructure
provision required to support the BCCS. Where possible the study also identified
responsible Authorities as delivery agents and identified whether those agents were
adequately resourced to deliver the Core Strategy.
The broad conclusion of the BCIDS (and subsequently agreed by the Core Strategy
Examiner) was that the Black Country has adequate infrastructure arrangements
(existing and planned) to support future growth. However, it was also accepted that
certain enhancements may be necessary as specific sites come forward and greater
information becomes available.
The BCDIS did not provide a sufficiently detailed level of information on infrastructure
costs and funding that could be used to support this IDP. However, this IDP aims to
build upon the broad findings of the BCIDS while examining in greater detail the
current state of infrastructure provision and future needs within the Metropolitan
Borough of Sandwell.
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3

SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE

3.1

Introduction
This section examines the requirement arising for social infrastructure as a result of
the anticipated level of growth within the Sandwell metropolitan area. Taking each
social infrastructure theme in turn, this section:


Considers the current provision of infrastructure;



Identifies any known need for existing infrastructure provision as well as
capacity in planned/committed developments and any funding committed;



Estimates the future demand arising from the Sandwell area’s anticipated
growth;



Identifies the capital costs involved in delivering the key infrastructure items
necessary to support growth; and



Outlines the primary funding providers involved in the delivery of the
infrastructure items.

Social infrastructure items assessed are:


Education: primary and secondary;



Health: primary health care including general practitioners and dentists;



Open space and recreation: sports and leisure, green space and play space;



Libraries and community facilities; and



Emergency services: Police, ambulance services and fire services.

Much of the information provided in this section on existing and future infrastructure
requirements is gained through consultation with relevant infrastructure providers.
3.2

Primary and Secondary Education in Sandwell
3.2.1

Current provision
Sandwell is a relatively young borough (21% of population under 16) proportionally
when compared to regional and national rates (19.4% and 18.7% respectively).
Within the under 16’s the under 5’s represents the largest demographic with growth
rates expected to continue to increase rapidly up to 2020. Conversely, the number of
children aged 10-19 is expected to decline to 2020, however growth rates within the
under 5’s will mean that this trend will be reversed towards 2033 with a total net
growth of approximately 3,800 10-19 year olds.
The Metropolitan Borough of Sandwell has 97 primary establishments which include 4
primary academies, 9 infant schools, 8 junior schools, 73 primary schools, 1 primary
special day school, 1 primary special residential school and 1 primary pupil referral
unit. There are also 11 secondary academies, 6 secondary schools, 2 special day
schools and 1 secondary pupil referral unit. In September 2013 there will be a total of
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30,622 (aged 4 -10) primary places and 19,630 secondary (aged 11-16) places
across Sandwell. Figure 3.1Figure 3.1 shows the geographical distribution of existing
educational facilities within Sandwell.
Figure 3.1 School Provision within Sandwell

Source: Sandwell MBC

3.2.2

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
According to Sandwell’s School Organisation and Development team there is virtually
no surplus capacity within infant year groups and pressure on Key Stage 2 places will
occur from 2014. Furthermore, pressure on secondary capacity will occur in some
towns in year 7 from 2016 with all towns affected by 2019 at the present level of
capacity. Pressure on primary places will be most acute in Wednesbury, West
Bromwich and Rowley Regis, whereas pressure on secondary places will occur most
strongly in Wednesbury, Tipton and Oldbury.
Any surpluses which are likely to occur for both primary and secondary places are
negligible and would not allow for unexpected surges in demand. To accommodate
such surges in demand, the Audit Commission states that a target of at least 5%
spare capacity in school provision should be aimed for, with some variation; say plus
or minus 10%, around this target. This retention of a buffer of spare capacity is
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termed frictional vacancy rate and is best practice in most land use and infrastructure
planning.
Table 3.1 and 3.2 show that there are currently 1,357 surplus Primary school places
and 2,215 secondary school places, or a surplus capacity of 5% and 11%
respectively. Based on the Audit Commission’s recommendations regarding frictional
vacancy it can be seen that primary provision is running at capacity whilst there is
currently a slight surplus in secondary provision. By 2017 however, there is expected
to be a deficit of 2% in primary school provision at current capacity whilst similarly by
2024 there is expected to be a deficit of 10% in secondary school provision.
Although at present the secondary sector is running at a slight surplus, demand for
places will gradually increase as the recent increase in the birth rate is felt. If frictional
vacancy rates are taken into account this means that both primary and secondary
schools will be operating at maximum capacity over the local plan period as show in
Table 3.1Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.
Table 3.1 Current and Predicted Primary School Capacity
Area

Surplus / Deficit (+/-)
2013 / 2014

2016 / 2017

Capacity

95%
Capacity

Capacity

95%
Capacity

Oldbury

294

33

68

-211

Rowley Regis

131

-83

-228

-453

Smethwick

247

-58

-89

-409

Tipton

172

-35

20

-199

Wednesbury

184

14

-134

-311

West Bromwich

329

-45

-167

-627

1,357

-174

-530

-2210

Total
Source: Sandwell MBC Correspondence
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Table 3.2 Current and Predicted Secondary School Capacity
Area

Surplus / Deficit (+/-)
2013 / 2014

2023 / 2024

Capacity

95%
Capacity

Capacity

95%
Capacity

Oldbury

202

-23

-734

-962

Rowley Regis

669

533

32

-98

Smethwick

396

275

-259

-374

Tipton

90

-24

-488

-608

Wednesbury

220

62

-442

-601

West Bromwich

652

471

-49

-234

Sandwell Academy

-14

-59

-121

-166

2,215

1,235

-2,061

-3,043

Total
Source: Sandwell MBC Correspondence

3.2.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development
To estimate gross demand arising from new development, child yields currently
employed by Sandwell MBC have been applied to the expected housing growth for
Sandwell as outlined within the Sandwell Site Allocations and Delivery DPD3. It is
assumed that for each development an expected pupil yield of 0.0314 will be
generated for primary school places and 0.02 for secondary school places per
dwelling4. Table 3.3 below outlines the gross pupil places arising as a result of
expected future development within Sandwell.
Table 3.3 Gross Primary and Secondary School Demand
Primary

Secondary

Pupils

2,524

1,148

Classes

84.1

38.3

12

8

FoE

Source: URS calculations. Based on an assumption of 30 pupils per class and a total of 210 pupils per primary FoE
and 150 pupils per secondary FoE.

As shown in Table 3.3 above, applying these assumptions to expected future growth
within Sandwell results in a gross demand of 2,524 primary places and 1,148
secondary places, or approximately 84 and 38 classes respectively.

3

Sandwell MBC, (2011); Site Allocations and Delivery DPD.
Sandwell MBC, (2011); Planning Obligations SPD- Updated October 2011. Sandwell MBC, West Bromwich.
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3.2.4

Costs
Based on the information from Sandwell MBC Education Department, the cost of
meeting existing deficiencies and expansions to meet increasing indigenous birth
rates will be between approximately £40m to £72m for secondary schools. While
there are a variety of options for how this could be provided this will provide
approximately 26 forms of entry. It should be noted that this cost figure is indicative as
CIL is not liable to be paid for existing deficiencies.
The Sandwell MBC Education Department estimate that the current cost of a one
form entry expansion of an existing school is approximately £2.8 million. Therefore,
assuming a future demand of an additional 12 forms of entry for primary education
arising, the net cost for primary year provision across the Sandwell area would be
£33.6 million. Similarly, assuming a demand arising for an additional 8 forms of entry
for secondary education, the net cost for secondary provision would be £22.4 million.

3.2.5

Sources of funding
At present, the only funding available to local authorities for the expansion in
education provision is through the annual capital allocation from the Department of
Education for basic need and capital maintenance. Sandwell’s capital allocation from
the Department for Education (DfE) for basic need funding in 2012/13 was £9 million.
The allocation for 2013/14 is £7.8 million. This funding is to meet existing deficiencies
and increases in provision.
In the Autumn Statement on 5th December 2012, the Chancellor announced that the
Government will provide an additional £982 million investment in schools in England
over the remainder of this Parliament over and above existing allocations. Sandwell
MBC will have an opportunity to bid for funds from this Targeted Basic Need
Programme up until 2015.
Furthermore, as a result of the abolition of the Government’s Building Schools for the
Future programme, it is now unclear how secondary school improvements and
provision will be funded and implemented. Developer contributions could play a part
in helping to meet the cost of providing the education infrastructure.

3.2.6

Aggregate funding gap
Table 3.4 below shows the infrastructure required as a result of future development,
the costs to meet existing shortfalls and future need, the committed and projected
funding and the aggregate funding gap to address future need.
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Table 3.4 Education Aggregate Funding Gap
Project

Costs (£m)
Existing
shortfall

Additional
Primary
School Places

Funding
Future
need

40-72

3.3

Committed
Funding
(existing
shortfall)

Projected
funding

After
Committed
(Comt)

After
Comt &
Projected

16.8

0.0

56.0

56.0

16.8

0.0

56.0

56.0

33.6

Additional
Secondary
School Places
Total

Funding gap (future
need)

22.4

40-72

56.0

Health
For the purpose of this report, health infrastructure is defined as incorporating
hospitals, general practitioner (GP) services and dental practitioners.
Information on hospital infrastructure need was provided by Sandwell and West
Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust. Information on GPs and Dentists was provided by
Sandwell and West Birmingham Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG).
GP capacity is assessed at a borough-wide scale. The Primary Care Trust (PCT)
responsible for commissioning healthcare on behalf of local residents in the Sandwell
metropolitan area was the Sandwell PCT. However, in March 2013 PCTs were
disbanded and expenditure decisions are now made via GPs acting in collaboration
with the Sandwell and West Birmingham Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)5. At
the end of January 2012, Sandwell Health Alliance, the Black Country Clinical
Commissioning Group and the Sandwell half of Healthworks became part of a single
body called Sandwell and West Birmingham CCG.
3.3.1

Current provision
There are two hospitals in Sandwell.


Sandwell general hospital



Rowley Regis hospital

In 2011 there were a total of 66 GP practices in Sandwell, with a total of 157 full time
equivalent GPs, which equates to 1,962 patients per GP6. There are also 46 dental
practices in Sandwell, providing a total of 194 dentists7.
5

Sandwell PCT, http://www.blackcountry.nhs.uk/sandwell/.
6 NHS Information Centre, (2011) NHS Staff 2001-2011, General Practice, Detailed Results Tables.
7
NHS Dental Statistics for England, (2012); NHS Dental Statistics for England: 2011/12.
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3.3.2

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
Based on consultation with Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust
there is deemed to be no spare capacity in Sandwell hospitals.
The current provision of 1,962 patients per GP suggests a deficit in provision when
assessed against the Department of Health (DH) standard of one GP per 1,800
patients8. The current provision of a total of 194 dentists. equates to around one
dentist per 1,588 residents9. This is above the standard of one dentist per 2,000
population10.

3.3.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development
The development of new homes and communities will lead to an increase in demand
for health facilities. The Healthy Urban Development Unit’s (HUDU) model is one
method used to calculate the healthcare requirements generated by new
development. The HUDU mode uses the numbers of anticipated new dwellings and
resulting population increase as a result of a development. It then calculates the
amount of hospital beds or floorspace required for that population in terms of acute
elective, acute non-elective, intermediate care, mental health and primary care. The
HUDU model also takes account of the evolving nature of healthcare provision,
including integrated primary and community care services.
The assessment only looks at the demand for GPs provision using HUDU model’s
ration of 1 GP per 1,800 people. This is based on guidance from the Royal College of
GPs. A breakdown of the forecast demand for full time equivalent GPs created by
expected new development across Sandwell by 2026 is shown in Table 3.5Table 3.5
below. These are based on the housing growth assumptions as a result of new
development across Sandwell. There is no requirement for dentists because the
additional estimated population increase of 28,705 added to the existing population of
308,063 would generate a need for approximately 168 Dentists against a current
provision of 194.
Table 3.5 Gross Primary Health Care: General Practitioners (GPs) and Dentists
Expected new
population
GPs

28,70511

HUDU patients
per GP/ Dentist
1,800

Total Additional
GP/Dentist Requirement
16

Source: URS calculations. Note: Figures may not sum due to rounding

3.3.4

Costs
The HUDU model estimates a financial contribution by calculating the cost per sq m
for each additional GP required. It suggests a benchmark of 165 sq m per GP, at a
cost of £2,380 per sq m12. The space requirement is set at a higher level than
traditional standards in order to reflect the changing role of Primary Care in providing
a wider range of services to the community. The costs estimate is based on

8 Department for Health, (2008) Practice List Sizes in England December 2010 (FOI Request).
9
Based on 2011 census population of 308,063
10 CAB, (2007); Gaps to Fill, CAB Evidence on first year of the NHS dentistry reforms.
11
Based on average household size of 2.5
12 NHS (2007); HUDU Planning Contribution Model Guidance Notes. NHS, London.
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calculations for the construction of a Primary Healthcare Centre to accommodate six
GPs and includes fees, non-work costs, equipment costs and fees. Using the HUDU
model assumptions, the costs of meeting the provision requirements in the Sandwell
area are £6.3 million.
3.3.5

Sources of funding
Funding for healthcare services is determined annually by central government, on the
basis of the population levels, the registered number of users at GP surgeries and the
demand for services within the borough on PCTs.
Expansion of hospital services in Sandwell would be funded through HM Treasury
Private Finance Initiative 2 (PF2) Model. The private finance initiative (PFI) is a
procurement method which uses private sector capacity and public resources in order
to deliver public sector infrastructure and/or services according to a specification
defined by the public sector. It has been used extensively in the health sector to fund
new or extended hospitals and health facilities.
The level of committed funding for hospitals has not been defined. However, based
on consultation with Hospital Trust/PCT it is assumed that £380m of funding will be
gained from the PF2 initiative and so this is added to the projected funding column.

3.3.6

Aggregate funding gap
Table 3.6 below shows the infrastructure required as a result of future development,
the costs to meet existing shortfalls and future need, the committed and projected
funding and the aggregate funding gap.

Table 3.6 Health Aggregate Funding Gap
Project

Costs (£m)
Existing
shortfall

Funding
Future
need

Committed
Funding

Projected
funding

Funding gap (future
need)
After
Committed
(Comt)

After
Comt &
Project
ed
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3.4

New Hospital
Site

0.0

350.0

0.0

350.0

350.0

0.0

Rationalising of
the remaining
estate

30.0

0.0

30.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Facilities
adequate to
support 16
additional GP’s

0.0

6.3

0.0

0.0

6.3

6.3

Total

30.0

356.3

30.0

350.0

356.3

6.3

Open Space and Recreation
3.4.1

Current provision
Within Sandwell there is a relatively high proportion of land devoted to green space,
although its quality varies throughout the Borough. The Sandwell Green Space
Strategy (2010-2020) identified a total of 539 sites covering a total area of 2,042ha, or
24% of the total land area within Sandwell. This includes the Sandwell Valley Country
Park which provides 690ha of parkland and is one of the largest green spaces within
the West Midlands.
The Sandwell open space standards outline the council’s open space hierarchy,
which provides a benchmark for the provision of open space within the Borough.
Table 3.7Table 3.7 presents this hierarchy:
Table 3.7 Sandwell Open Space Benchmarks
Level

Regional / Sub Regional
Green Space

Sub Categories

Typical Size
Range (ha)

Distance
from
home

Regional Green SpaceSandwell Valley

420ha (of which
230ha are
unrestricted
access)

8km

Strategic Open SpaceRowley Hills

150ha (of which
97ha are
unrestricted
access)

8km

Town Parks/ Formal
Green Space

6- 30ha

1200m

Natural Green Space/
Informal Green Space

10- 85ha

1200m

Formal Green Space

0.3ha- 26ha

600m

Borough-wide Green Space

Neighbourhood Green Space
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Informal Green Space

2.2- 27ha

600m

Formal Green Space

0.1-

400m

Informal Green Space

0.25- 15ha

11ha

Local Green Space
400m

Source: SMBC (2009); Sandwell Open Space Standards.

According to the Sandwell Green Space Strategy 2010-2020, a total of 1199.78ha of
unrestricted green space has been recorded within Sandwell. Of this amenity green
space, parks and gardens and natural and semi natural green spaces are the most
common making up 80% of all open space by area. Outdoor sports facilities and
provision for children and young people make up 10% of all open space.
The Green Flag Award scheme (supported by the Department for Communities and
Local Government [DCLG]), is a national benchmark standard for quality parks and
green spaces within the UK. Four Green Flag sites exist in Sandwell as follows:

3.4.2



Victoria Park, Tipton



Haden Hill Park, Cradley Heath



Warley Woods, Bearwood



Sandwell Valley Country Park

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
Sandwell’s assessment of open space capacity includes all unrestricted green space
across the borough. It shows the borough to have an average provision of 4.24 ha per
1,000 population. The estimated unrestricted open space provision per 1,000
Sandwell residents is outlined in Table 3.8Table 3.8 below:

Table 3.8 Sandwell Open Space Provision
Amount of
Unrestricted Green
Space (Ha)

Amount of
Unrestricted Green
Space (Ha) per 1,000
Population

Amenity Green Space

219.28

0.78

Cemeteries and

76.05

0.27

Typology
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Churchyards
Green Corridor

56.96

0.20

Natural & Semi Natural
Green Space

475.33

1.68

Outdoor Sports Facilities

98.21

0.35

Parks and Gardens

263.49

0.93

Provision for Children and
Young People

10.46

0.04

1199.78

4.24

Total

Source: SMBC (2010); Sandwell Open Space Strategy.The

Green Space Strategy (GSS) sets out

the following broad targets:


3.44ha of unrestricted open space per 1,000 population; and



All residents within the borough should live within 20 minutes’ walk of the
nearest green space.

As outlined above, the GSS determines a target of 3.44ha of open space per 1,000
population. Applying the estimated 2026 population13, the current level of
approximately 4.24ha of open space per 1,000 population is likely to meet this
minimum quantity standard in 2026. As such, in order to ensure the proposed quantity
standard is achieved, open space will need to be retained unless it can be
demonstrated at a local level that there is a surplus. The overall quantity of open
space is broadly sufficient, although there are some parts of the Borough which are
currently deficient.
Regarding the new leisure centre it is estimated by Sandwell MBC leisure and
recreation department that approximately 80% of the clients will be existing users and
therefore 20% new users, whose demands are currently unmet.

3.4.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development
As outlined in section 3.4.2 the borough meets the target provision of 3.44ha of open
space per 1,000 population and is still in line to meet this minimum standard by the
end of the Core Strategy period (2011-2026). The Council should aim to resist the
loss of open space and improve the quality of open space overall through the
provision of additional Green Flag sites.
With this proviso, it is not considered likely that open space deficiencies will be a
significant constraint to growth in the borough; however proposals for new
development should make additional provision in accordance with the GSS.
A new leisure centre in Smethwick is required to meet current and future demand.
This centre will consolidate the functions of three existing leisure centres.
Approximately 20% of this centre will be required to meet future demand linked to
housing growth so only this proportion of the total costs is applicable to CIL.

13

ONS, (2007); Sub-national population projections 2006-2031.
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3.4.3

Costs
There is therefore only limited need for additional open space, with the main
requirement being to improve the quality and carrying capacity of existing sites in
growth areas where appropriate. In addition, the Council has identified several site
specific improvements which include:

3.4.4



The provision of additional outdoor gym equipment;



Refurbishment of existing buildings to improve capacity and community use;
and



Arboriculture of the tree stock and management of ecological spaces
throughout the Borough.



Maintenance costs of new leisure centre

Sources of funding
Funding for open space provision is provided by the Council and partner
organisations. Funding is also provided through developer contributions such as s106
and in the future potentially through CIL. However, there is currently no committed
funding identified to meet future needs.
There are currently three leisure centres under construction within Sandwell, two of
which have been funded by the Council’s capital programme and one of which has
been funded through government funding and a Private Finance Initiative (PFI). It is
reasonable therefore to assume that the development of the new combined leisure
centre within the Smethwick area will be funded upon approval by the council.
Therefore £15m of projected funding is identified to address future leisure centre
facilities. However, it is not clear whether the estimated £1.5m of 25 year
maintenance costs will be funded through this mechanism so this element is not
included in projected funding.

3.4.5

Aggregate funding gap
Table 3.9 below shows the infrastructure required as a result of future
development, the costs to meet existing shortfalls and future need, the
committed and projected funding and the aggregate funding gap.

Table 3.9 Open Space and Recreation Aggregate Funding Gap
Project

Additional
outdoor gym

Costs (£m)

Funding

Funding gap (future
need)

Existing
shortfall

Future
need

Committed
Funding

Projected
funding

After
Committed
(Comt)

After
Comt &
Projected

n/a

0.38

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.38
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equipment and
complementary
youth facilities

3.5

Additional
outdoor all
weather
facilities

n/a

2.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.6

Recreational
Infrastructure
(drainage,
signage,
lighting etc)

n/a

6.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

6.0

Arboriculture of
tree stock

n/a

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

Management of
ecological
spaces

n/a

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.8

Additional
recreational
buildings

n/a

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

One single
leisure centre to
replace existing
facilities within
the Smethwick
area

12.0

4.5

12.0

3.0

4.5

1.5

Total

12.0

16.8

12.0

3.0

4.5

13.8

Libraries and Community Facilities
3.5.1

Current provision
Sandwell has 19 libraries across the borough, as well as a mobile library which
operates a four weekly service to areas of Sandwell away from static Libraries. A
home library service is also available to those residents who cannot access libraries
(e.g. disabled and elderly residents or their carers).
Sandwell Libraries are increasingly becoming community hubs, offering a wider range
of services than has traditionally been the case. In turn, this could increase the
demand for library space beyond existing requirements. Alternatively, it could lead to
greater efficiencies through the multi-purpose use of space and reduce overall space
requirements for the range of services being offered across libraries and other
community facilities.
There are no current plans for capital investment to increase the number of libraries
within the borough. The main focus regarding planned investment is on modernising
Libraries and accessibility and increasing the range of services which libraries in the
borough offer.
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Based on current figures estimates
floorspace within Sandwell.
3.5.2

14

there is approximately 8,150m2 of library

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
Using standards established within the Museums, Libraries and Archives (MLA) policy
guidance ‘Public Libraries, Archives and New Development: a Standard Charge
Approach’ an assessment of the current provision of library space required to meet
future growth can be made. The guidance recommends a figure of 30 square metres
of library space per 1,000 population. This equates to 0.03 square metres of library
space per person.
Assuming an existing population of 308,06315 and a total floorspace area of 8,150m2,
this equates to an existing rate of provision of 27m2 of library space per 1,000
residents. This indicates a provision rate slightly below the standard of 30m2 per 1,000
residents cited above. It is therefore assumed that there is currently no spare library
capacity in Sandwell and libraries are operating at capacity.

3.5.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development
On the basis of the above analysis it appears that there is insufficient library
floorspace to meet the requirements of Sandwell’s population in 2026 for library
services, and there may be the need to provide additional floorspace.
If the standard cited above is applied to the estimated 28,705 expected new people
arising from future housing growth a total of 861.15m2 of additional library floorspace
could be required over the planning period.

3.5.4

Costs
Cost estimates for Sandwell are based on recent library provision in the Borough (at
Blackheath and Oldbury), and have been benchmarked with suitable comparison
costs in other local authorities. Applying a figure of £2,750 per sq metre, a total of
£2.4 million of identified funding could be needed to meet future demand for library
provision.

3.5.5

Sources of funding
Council budgets and developer contributions are used to fund library provision.
However, no committed funding was identified to meet library needs related to future
housing growth.

3.5.6

Aggregate funding gap
Table 3.10 below shows the infrastructure required as a result of future development,
the costs to meet existing shortfalls and future need, the committed and projected
funding and the aggregate funding gap.
Table 3.10 Library Aggregate Funding Gap
Project

Costs (£m)

Funding

Funding gap (future

14
Information provided by Mark Evans, Programme Manager, MBC Sandwell, 17.05.2013.
15 ONS, (2011) Census.
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need)
Existing
shortfall
Additional
library
provision

0.0

Total

3.6

Future
need

Committed
Funding

Projected
funding

After
Committed
(Comt)

After
Comt &
Projected

0.0

0.0

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

Emergency Service Provision
3.6.1

Current provision
Fire
The emergency fire service within Sandwell is coordinated by the West Midland Fire
Service and is separated into eight command areas. The service currently operates
six fire stations across Sandwell, which are:

3.6.2



Wednesbury Fire Station, King Street;



Tipton Fire Station, Alexandra



West Bromwich Fire Station, Hargate Lane;



Smethwick Fire Station, Stony Lane;



Oldbury Fire Station, Old Park Lane; and



Cradley Heath Fire Station, Mace Street.

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
Fire
Consultation with the West Midlands Fire Service has identified that there is currently
an adequate provision of services across the borough of Sandwell. Furthermore, in
2012 the service approved proposals for a new multi-bay fire station to serve the
communities of Cradley Heath and Halesowen.
Police
There is currently an internal restructuring, review of the Police Estate and a review
and consolidation of police facilities throughout the whole of the West Midlands. More
detailed information on the direct implications of the planned growth within Sandwell
will therefore be available once these reviews have been completed. It is inevitable
that development on the scale currently proposed in Sandwell in the Black Country
Core Strategy would place a significant financial burden on the Police and Crime
Commissioner for West Midlands to retain and maintain an acceptable level of
policing infrastructure with consequent funding implications. More detailed
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information on the Police and Crime Commissioner for West Midlands infrastructure
requirements and any funding gap will be supplied for inclusion in the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan as soon as it is available.
3.6.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development

Fire
The West Midlands Fire Service has been consulted on the implications of future
growth within Sandwell and they do not believe that any additional infrastructure
requirements for their service would arise as a result of identified future growth within
the borough.
Police
In order for the Police and Crime Commissioner for West Midlands to support the
level of growth proposed in the Plan there is likely to be a funding gap for both capital
and revenue expenditure. Contributions may be required from monies raised through
the Community Infrastructure Levy or S106 Agreements to help fund the provision,
improvement, replacement, operation and maintenance of strategically important
community facilities which will help create environments where crime and disorder,
and the fear of crime do not undermine quality of life or community cohesion.

3.6.3

Costs and sources of funding
As no specific items concerning infrastructure connected to provision of the fire or
police service have been identified there are no costs to present.

3.6.4

Aggregate funding gap
Formatted: (none)

Table 3.11
Table 3.11 below shows the infrastructure required as a result of future development,
the costs to meet existing shortfalls and future need, the committed and projected
funding and the aggregate funding gap.

Table 3.11 Emergency Services Aggregate Funding Gap
Project

Costs (£m)

Funding

Funding gap (future
need)

Existing
shortfall

Future
need

Committed
Funding

Projected
funding

After
Committed
(Comt)

After
Comt &
Projected

New fire station

4.0

0.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Police

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC
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Total

4.0

0.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
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4

TRANSPORT

4.1

Introduction
This section assesses the transport infrastructure requirements arising from the
expected growth within the Sandwell metropolitan area over the planning period.
Transport infrastructure items assessed in this section include16:


Strategic road network including motorways maintained by the Highways
Agency (HA);



Local road network and public realm as maintained by Sandwell MBC
Highway Services (also known as Sandwell Streetscene);



Public transport network as maintained by Centro; and



Walking and cycling facilities as maintained by Sandwell MBC Highway
Services (Streetscene).

For each of the above elements of transport infrastructure the following is assessed:


Current provision of infrastructure;



Existing infrastructure capacity and identification of any existing deficiencies;



Estimate of future demand arising from the Sandwell area’s anticipated
growth;



Capital costs involved in delivering the key infrastructure items necessary to
support growth; and



Primary funding providers involved in the delivery of the infrastructure items,
committed funding streams and estimates of future funding streams that
although not currently committed are likely to be available to fund
infrastructure in the future.

The above information is gained from the consultation responses of transport
infrastructure providers and where appropriate assumptions and calculations made by
URS. Where assumptions are made it is clearly stated.
In the context of assessing whether a potential CIL charging schedule is appropriate
for Sandwell MBC the overall objective is to identify whether there is an aggregate
funding gap for transport infrastructure necessary to enable future growth.

16

Information was received from the Canal and River Trust regarding canal and towpath infrastructure
requirements. However, this information is not included in the IDP as it is not clear that the infrastructure
requirement relates directly to the demand generated by new housing growth.
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4.2

Strategic Road Network
4.2.1

Current provision
The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network in Sandwell. The
strategic road network includes all motorways and trunk roads (A roads) although in
Sandwell there are no national trunk roads so Motorways are the only roads
maintained by the HA in the Borough. The HA provides management and safe and
efficient operation of the Strategic Road Network in Sandwell on behalf of the
Secretary of State for Transport. Relevant strategic road infrastructure in Sandwell
includes the following:


M5 Motorway, including junctions 1 and 2 - to the east of Sandwell Borough



M6 Motorway, including junctions 7, 8, 9 and 10. The latter lies outside
Sandwell but is likely to be impacted by development within the Borough.

Figure 4.1 Sandwell Transport Provision
The Highways Agency has two roles in Sandwell, both of which are subject to a
series of performance indicators. Firstly, its involvement in the planning process
requires it to meet KPIs for responding to planning applications in a timely manner.
DfT Circular 02/2007 sets out the processes by which the Highways Agency engages
with the spatial planning and development control processes.
Secondly, the Highways Agency has a series of Network Performance criteria that are
reflected in the strategic and operational decisions taken to manage network
performance in terms of safety, network availability and journey time reliability.
4.2.2

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
The following deficiencies on Sandwell’s strategic network were identified by
consultation with the Highways Agency. The evidence is from the 2009 BCIDS:


M5 junction 1– there is existing congestion and queuing on the mainline.
Operational capacities predicted to be reached by 2013



M5 junction 2 – there is existing congestion and queuing on the mainline.
Operational capacities predicted to be reached by 2016.



M6 junctions 9 and 10 – congestion and capacity constraints.

The Highways Agency has identified specific mitigation measures to address the
existing deficiencies. These could successfully extend the operational lifetime of the
junctions.
In summary, there is effectively no spare capacity in the existing network, apart from
some capacity in M5 junction 2 until 2016. Therefore, any new development
connected to the Sandwell development plan will create additional demands on the
strategic transport network.
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4.2.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development
In establishing the infrastructure funding gap to justify CIL it is important to
differentiate between demands generated by new development in Sandwell from the
demand generated at a sub-regional or national level. This is because motorways and
A-roads in Sandwell are used by drivers from outside the borough and this subregional element of demand should not be directly attributable to CIL in Sandwell.
The following infrastructure projects have been identified by the Highways Agency to
address demand generated by future growth in Sandwell:


M5 Junction 2 capacity enhancements – widening of the north and
southbound exit slip roads, adding a lane to the eastern section of the
roundabout and improving signage and markings to accommodate new
growth.



M6 Junction 9 capacity enhancements – to reduce future congestion by
upgrading the existing traffic signals, including new controllers, sensors and
lights.

The following infrastructure project is attributed to sub-regional demand, although it is
acknowledged that it will include an element of demand originating from new
development in Sandwell:


4.2.4

M6 junctions 8 to 5 managed motorway scheme - Managed motorways help
relieve congestion by using technology to vary speed limits. They also allow
the hard shoulder to be used as a running lane at peak times to create
additional capacity

Costs
The Highways Agency has identified the following costs of the above strategic road
infrastructure projects:

4.2.5



M5 Junction 2 capacity enhancements – £1.7m.



M6 Junction 9 capacity enhancements – £0.4m.



M6 junctions 8 to 5 managed motorway scheme - £122.3m

Sources of funding
The above strategic road infrastructure projects have committed funded streams by
the Department of Transport (DfT). These fall into the Pinch Point Funding
Programme. Therefore, they will not form part of the infrastructure funding gap to
justify CIL.

4.2.6

Aggregate funding gap
The summary of infrastructure demand arising as a result of future development in
Sandwell, costs, funding and aggregate funding gap is shown in Table 4.1 below.
This shows that all the costs of meeting infrastructure demand generated by new
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development in Sandwell is covered by existing DfT funding streams and therefore
there is no aggregate funding gap for strategic road infrastructure:
Table 4.1: Strategic Transport Infrastructure Funding Gap
Project

4.3

Costs (£m)

Funding

Funding gap (future
need)

Existing
shortfall

Future
need

Committed
Funding

Projected
funding

After
Committed
(Comt)

After
Comt &
Projected

M5 Junction 2
capacity
enhancements

0.0

1.7

1.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

M6 Junction 9
capacity
enhancements

0.0

0.4

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

Total

0.0

2.1

2.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

Local Transport Network
4.3.1

Current provision
Sandwell MBC Highways Services (HS) are responsible for the adopted road network
in Sandwell MBC apart from motorways (see above). The current provision of road
infrastructure is 844 km.

4.3.2

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
Following consultation with Sandwell, there is very little spare capacity on the
Borough’s road network at peak periods. Planned development will overburden
existing infrastructure and create the need for either new infrastructure or
improvements to existing infrastructure to cope with the additional demand.
Sandwell estimates that approximately 75% of its annual budget is assigned to
projects dealing with existing deficiencies and safety improvements. Of the schemes
that address demand arising from development, as listed at 4.3.3 below, the following
two schemes also partly address existing deficiencies. The approximate proportion of
the total cost attributable to existing deficiencies is provided:


A41 Carters Green Junction Improvement (approximately 25% of the cost of
the project will address an existing deficiency)



B4166 Oldbury Road/Albion Road Junction (approximately 50% of cost is
attributable to existing deficiency)

These elements of existing deficiencies will be deducted from the infrastructure
requirement that feeds into the aggregate funding gap.
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4.3.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development
Information on future road infrastructure required as a result of expected future
growth is gained from consultation with Sandwell HS. Sandwell HS uses the PRISM17
transport model to quantify expected new infrastructure demand in the borough. The
PRISM model differentiates between demand resulting from new development and
demand related to existing deficiencies on the highway network.
Taking the above deficiencies and spare capacity into account the following
infrastructure projects are required to meet the demand generated by new
development in Sandwell over the planning period
Major Schemes related to growth as outlined in the West Bromwich AAP


A41 Carters Green Junction Improvement



West Bromwich South West Bypass



M5, Junction 1 Improvement

Other schemes related to growth in West Bromwich AAP


Ringway Modifications (High Street/Bull Street)



Ringway Modifications (Spon Lane/Ringway Junction)



Trinity Way/High Street Junction



Kelvin Way/Spon Lane Junction



A4182 Junction Improvements

Schemes related to Smethwick AAP


Lewisham Rd/Bridge St Junction



Rolfe St/Bridge St and Rolfe St/New St. Junctions



Soho Way/Soho St Junction

Other schemes related to growth across Sandwell (RC9, RC12, RC13)


B4166 Oldbury Road /Albion Road Junction



Charles St/Phoenix St Junction and Greets Green Rd/Ryders Green Rd
Junction18



Lower Church Lane Improvement



Cornwall Rd/Foundry Lane Junction

17
PRISM stands for ‘Policy Responsive Integrated Strategy Model’. It is a transport model operated by Mott
MacDonald for the West Midlands metropolitan area councils and it uses VISUM software.
18
If the West Bromwich South West bypass is funded by the Local Transport Body (LTB) Major Projects
Scheme then these two schemes will not be required.
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4.3.4



Highgate St/Garretts Lane Improvements



Lower High St/Forge Lane Junction



Tollhouse Way/Grove Lane Junction, Smethwick

Costs
Sandwell HS estimates that the total cost of the infrastructure listed at 4.3.3 above,
required as a result of future growth and excluding the elements that are required to
meet existing deficiencies (as described at 4.3.2) is approximately £73.2m. Further
detail on costs are provided at Table 4.2 below

4.3.5

Sources of funding
Sandwell HS suggests the following funding streams are available to fund the above
required infrastructure projects:


Integrated Transport (IT) Block funding,



Local Transport Body (LTB) Major Scheme funding,



Local Pinch Points funding, and



Developer contributions (s106 and CIL).

IT Block Funding
The IT block is assigned to Sandwell, via the West Midlands Integrated Transport
Authority (ITA), from the Department for Transport (DfT) according to a standard
formula. It is assumed, based on consultation with Sandwell HS, that approximately
£0.5m per year is available to fund infrastructure arising from new development. The
2013 IT Block pot is £1.6m and 2014 it is £3.2m (subject to ITA confirmation).
However, the majority of this funding is allocated to small schemes dealing with
existing deficiencies and safety improvements. All schemes apart from A41 Carters
Green, West Bromwich SW Bypass, M5 Junction 1 and Birchley Island schemes
would be funded through IT Block. There is currently no certainty that after 2015 the
IT block will be made available. There is potential that the type of funding provided by
IT block may be, at least partly, distributed via the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP).
Despite this, and to ensure a conservative approach is followed, it is assumed that
£0.5m a year, or £6.5m in total over the planning period to 2026 will be available to
fund future growth. This is shown in the ‘projected funding’ column of Table 4.2.
LTB Major Projects Funding
LTB Major Projects funding will be provided by the DfT and devolved to local
transport bodies (LTBs) based on LEP georgraphies from April 2015. The DfT has
indicated that around £28m will be allocated to the Black Country LTB for the 2015 to
2019 Central Government spending period which can be used to meet the transport
infrastructure needs related to growth outlined in the Black Country Core Strategy.
The funding will be allocated according to a process of prioritisation. At the time of
writing this prioritisation exercise has not been completed. Therefore, the assumption
has been made that the £28m will be divided between the four local authorities in the
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BCCS area (Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall and Wolverhampton), with Sandwell only
receiving a proportion. All schemes funded through the LTB Major Projects pot are
expected to include a local contribution, although the minimum percentage is yet to
be determined. This could have implications for the viability of projects in Sandwell
with some of the more expensive schemes unlikely to proceed due to the lack of
match funding. Further allocations are likely to be made as a result of future
Government spending rounds but it is not possible to forecast these at this time.
The schemes that would potentially be funded through LTB Major Projects are;

A41 Carters Green,


West Bromwich SW Bypass,



M5 Junction 1 and Birchley Island schemes.

A working assumption has been made that Sandwell will receive 25% of the LTB
Major Projects funding. This will be refined once the results of the prioritisation and
bidding process are known. This is shown in the ‘projected funding’ column of Table
4.2.
Local Pinch Point Funding
Pinch Points funding is provided by the DfT. £170m has been provided nationally to
remove bottlenecks in the transport network that are hindering growth. Sandwell has
submitted a bid for a package of related projects:


Lewisham Rd/Bridge St Junction



Rolfe St/New St and Rolfe St/New St. Junction



Soho Way/Soho St Junction

The funding would be provided for all three projects or none. If the Pinch Points
funding is received the costs of these projects would be covered by committed
funding and would therefore not contribute to the aggregate funding gap.
Developer Contributions (CIL and s106)
S106 and CIL would be expected to be collected to cover the site specific elements of
infrastructure need resulting from the future growth. In terms of identifying an
aggregate funding gap that would justify CIL, s106 is not quantified at this stage. The
aggregate funding gap relates to development that is yet to come forward as
permitted development cannot be charged CIL retrospectively.
4.3.6

Aggregate funding gap
Table 4.2 below shows the infrastructure required as a result of future development,
the costs to meet existing shortfalls and future need, the committed and projected
funding and the aggregate funding gap.
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Table 4.2 Road infrastructure requirement, cost and funding gap
Project

Costs (£m)
Existing
shortfall

Funding

Funding gap (future
need)

Future
need

Committed
Funding

Projected
funding

After
Committed
(Comt)

After
Comt &
Projected

0.0

18.0

0.0

3.5

18.0

14.5

0.0

8.5

0.0

3.5

8.5

5.0

2.5

7.5

0.0

0.0

7.5

7.5

0.0

25.0

0.0

0.0

25.

25.0

2.5

59.0

0.0

7.0

59.0

52.0

0.0

6.0

0.0

1.7

6.0

4.3

1.3

1.3

0.0

1.3

1.3

0.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

1.5

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

1.5

2.0

0.5

1.3

11.3

0.0

6.0

11.3

5.3

LTB Major Projects
M5, Junction 1
Improvement
A4123 Birchley Island/M5
Junction 2 Improvement
A41 Carters Green
Junction Improvement
West Bromwich South
West Bypass
Sub-total

IT Block Funded Schemes (Over £1m)

A4182 Junction
Improvements
B4166 Oldbury
Road/Albion Road
Junction
Charles St/Phoenix St
Jcn, West Bromwich and
Greets Green Rd/Ryders
Green Rd Junc.
Tollhouse Way/Grove
Lane Junction, Smethwick
Sub-total

0.5
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IT Block and Pinch
Point Funded Schemes
(Numerous schemes
less than £1m each)
Sub-total
Total

0.0

2.9

0.0

0.5

2.9

2.4

0.0

2.9

0.0

0.5

2.9

2.4

3.8

73.2

0.0

13.5

73.2

59.7

Table 4.2 shows that total costs of transport infrastructure to enable growth is
£73.2m. There is currently no committed funding. However, based on the
assumptions for the various funding streams described at 4.3.5 above, there is
potentially £13.5m of projected funding available. Therefore the aggregate funding
gap after committed and projected funding is taken account of is £59.7m.

4.4

Public Transport Network, Public Realm, Walking and Cycling
4.4.1

Current provision
Centro promotes and develops public transport in Sandwell and across the West
Midlands. They are responsible for setting policies for public transport across the
region. West Midlands Metropolitan Area (covering Birmingham, Sandwell, Dudley,
Walsall, Wolverhampton, Solihull and Coventry). Centro also has an interest in the
adjoining areas as part of the wider journey to work area. Centro help set the
national and sub-national agenda on transport and ensure public transport supports
economic growth, carbon reduction, improved health, access to education and skills,
quality of life, and safety and security in Sandwell.
The current provision of public transport infrastructure in Sandwell includes the
following:

4.4.2



Wednesbury and West Bromwich bus stations,



Interchanges including Bearwood, Oldbury, Blackheath, Tipton and Cradley
Heath



All bus shelters and stops



All railway station park and ride sites across Sandwell



Public Transport infrastructure including the Midland Metro through Sandwell
and its stops.

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
Based on consultation with Centro and Sandwell HS it is assumed that there is
effectively no existing spare capacity in public transport or public realm, walking and
cycling infrastructure. The park and ride schemes have the following levels of
capacity:
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Tamebridge Parkway at 90% capacity



Wednesbury Parkway at 103% capacity

It is assumed that 25% of the infrastructure schemes designed to cope with growth, as
listed at 4.4.3 below, will actually remedy existing deficiencies. This 25% is taken off
the total cost when estimating the aggregate funding gap below.
4.4.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development
Centro uses ITA accessibility standards to estimate demand for public transport,
walking and public realm infrastructure schemes related to growth19. These are
broken into short, medium and long term measures. Schemes that cross local
authority boundaries are also included below and differentiated. Assumptions are
made regarding the cost attributable to Sandwell for these strategic cross boundary
projects in Table 4.3 below:
Short term


Londonderry Interchange (Smethwick)



Walking and cycling routes improvements to complement wider growth
measures



Park and ride extension at Rowley Regis



Public realm measures at West Bromwich /Metro Plaza Complementary
Works



CCTV improvement measures across Sandwell



Passenger Information Improvements across Sandwell

Medium term


Tipton Public Transport Interchange



2 Bus corridor routes 126 and 87



Strategic bus corridors across Sandwell



Blackheath Public Transport Interchange

Long term Cross Boundary/Sub-regional Measures

19

Centro acknowledge that wider West Midlands Accessibility Studies evaluate accessibility in minutes, rather than
distance (as referenced in the Local Transport Plan and Black Country Core Strategy). This approach has further guided
residential development across the Black Country and assisted with the formulation of Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessments and Development Plan Documents. Centro will continue to use ITA standards to ensure that the
public transport network is fully accessible to all across the region. However they appreciate how other access standard
formulations can assist in supporting new development locations and will support local authorities where
necessary/practical.
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The following schemes fulfil a sub-regional role so not all the cost of the projects can
be attributable to CIL in Sandwell. Assumptions are made on the element of demand
generated by future development in Sandwell. This is shown at Table 4.3 below.

4.4.4



Black Country Gateway – Bescot Yard Intermodal Rail Freight Interchange



Rowley Regis turnback (part of wider Snow Hill Line enhancements)



Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Rapid Transit Route



Walsall – Stourbridge Freight line

Costs
Centro estimates that the total cost of the above infrastructure required as a result of
future growth and excluding the elements that are required to meet existing
deficiencies (as described at 4.4.2) is approximately £395.5m. If the long term sub
regional elements are excluded the total cost is approximately £14.5m. Further detail
on costs are provided at Table 4.2 below

4.4.5

Sources of funding
Centro suggests the following funding streams are potentially available to fund the
above required infrastructure projects:


European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) – Administered by the
European Union and potentially applied for by Centro



Local Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF) – Administered by the DfT and
potentially applied for by Centro



Regional Growth Fund (RGF) - £2.6b fund projects that will lever in private
investment. Administered by Central Government and potentially applied for
by Centro



Developer contributions – CIL and s106.



Centro direct funding (Variety of funding pots, DfT)



Bus operators

The committed funding identified to cover the infrastructure requirement is
approximately £67m for the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Rapid Transit scheme, £3.1m
for Rowley Regis Park and Ride and £200k for Public Realm measures at West
Bromwich/Metro Plaza.
Apart from the above committed funding information no further information has been
provided at this stage on the amount of each funding stream that would be
attributable to each required infrastructure item or the likelihood of these funding
streams coming forward. For all those projects where no information was provided it
is therefore assumed that 25% of the projects would be funded through existing
potential funding streams.
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4.4.6

Aggregate funding gap
Table 4.3 below shows the infrastructure required as a result of future development,
the costs to meet existing shortfalls and future need, the committed and projected
funding and the aggregate funding gap. As discussed at 4.4.4 above the long term
sub-regional infrastructure items are not included in Table 4.3 as it is not clear what
element of them are attributable solely to growth in Sandwell. This is a conservative
approach to ensure that the funding gap attributable to CIL does not include an
element of demand originating outside of Sandwell.

Table 4.3 Public Transport infrastructure requirement, cost and funding gap
Project

Costs (£m)
Existing
shortfall

Funding gap (future
need)

Funding
Future
need

Committed
Funding

Projected
funding

After
Committed
(Comt)

After
Comt &
Projected

0.0

0.0

Short Term Schemes
Tipton Public Transport
Interchange

Not
confirmed

Londonderry Interchange

Not
confirmed

Walking route
improvements

Not
confirmed

Park and ride extension at
Rowley Regis

0.8

2.3

2.3

Public realm measures at
West Bromwich /Metro
Plaza

2.0

6.1

0.2

0.0

5.9

5.9

Park and ride extension at
Wednesbury Parkway

0.0

3.4

0.2

0.0

3.2

3.2

Tame Bridge Parkway
park and ride extension

0.0

3.4

0.2

0.0

3.2

3.2

CCTV improvement
measures

0.2

0.5

0.1

0.0

0.4

0.4

Passenger Information
Improvements

1.25

3.75

0.0

0.0

3.75

3.75

4.3

19.5

3.0

0.0

16.5

16.5

Coseley Park and Ride

0.0

2.3

0.2

0.0

2.1

2.1

Strategic bus corridors
across Sandwell

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

Blackheath Public
Transport Interchange

0.7

2.0

0.0

0.5

2.0

1.5

0.7

2.0

0.2

0.5

2.0

1.5

5.0

21.5

3.2

0.5

18.3

17.8

Sub-total
Medium term

Sub-total
Total
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Table 4.3 shows that total costs of public transport infrastructure to enable growth is
£21.5. There is currently £3.2m committed funding and based on the assumptions for
the various funding streams described at 4.4.5 above, there is potentially £0.5m of
additional projected funding available. Therefore the aggregate funding gap after
projected and committed funding is taken account of is £17.8m.
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5

UTILITIES, WASTE AND FLOOD DEFENCE

5.1

Introduction
This section assesses the utilities, waste and flood defence infrastructure
requirements arising from the expected growth within the Sandwell metropolitan area
over the planning period. Utilities, waste and flood defence infrastructure items
assessed in this section include:


Electricity and Gas network maintained by National Grid and distribution
facilities by local network providers and Water and Sewerage provided by
South Staffordshire Water Ltd and Severn Trent;



Waste disposal and cleansing services provided by Sandwell MBC; and



Main river flood defences, drainage and channel maintenance which is the
responsibility of the Environment Agency (EA).

For each of the above elements of infrastructure where possible the following is
assessed:


Current provision of infrastructure;



Existing infrastructure capacity and identification of any existing deficiencies;



Estimate of future demand arising from the Sandwell area's anticipated
growth;



Capital costs involved in delivering the key infrastructure items necessary to
support growth; and



Primary funding providers involved in the delivery of the infrastructure items,
committed funding streams and estimates of future funding streams that
although not currently committed are likely to be available to fund
infrastructure in the future.

The above information is gained from the consultation responses of utilities waste and
flood defence infrastructure providers.
In the context of assessing whether a potential CIL charging schedule is appropriate
for Sandwell MBC the overall objective is to identify whether there is an aggregate
funding gap for transport infrastructure necessary to enable future growth.
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5.2

Electricity and Gas
5.2.1

Current provision
National Grid operates and maintains the national UK energy distribution network and
gas transmission system, operating the networks through which these utilities flow
and providing regional suppliers with gas and electricity for distribution at a local level.
National Grid also has a statutory duty to develop and maintain an efficient and coordinated transmission system of electricity and gas supplies. The following
information is based on National Grid’s consultation response. Energy providers did
not provide any response.
Electricity Transmission
National Grid, as the holder of a licence to transmit electricity under the Electricity Act
1989, has a statutory duty to develop and maintain an efficient, co-ordinated and
economical transmission system of electricity and to facilitate competition in the
supply and generation of electricity.
National Grid operates the national electricity transmission network across Great
Britain and owns and maintains the network in England and Wales, providing
electricity supplies from generating stations to local distribution companies. They do
not distribute electricity to individual premises ourselves, but their role in the
wholesale market is key to ensuring a reliable and quality supply to all.
To facilitate competition in the supply and generation of electricity, National Grid must
offer a connection to any proposed generator, major industry or distribution network
operator who wishes to generate electricity or requires a high voltage electricity
supply. Often proposals for new electricity projects involve transmission
reinforcements remote from the generating site, such as new overhead lines or new
development at substations. If there are significant demand increases across a local
distribution electricity network area then the local network distribution operator may
seek reinforcements at an existing substation or a new grid supply point. In addition
National Grid may undertake development works at its existing substations to meet
changing patterns of generation and supply.
National Grid’s high voltage electricity overhead transmission lines / underground
cables within Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council’s administrative area that form
an essential part of the electricity transmission network in England and Wales include
the following:


VT line - 275kV route from Bustleholm substation in Sandwell to Oldbury
substation in Sandwell via Ocker Hill substation in Sandwell;



YYD line - 275kV route from Willenhall substation in Walsall to Ocker Hill
substation in Sandwell;



YJ line - 275kV route from Oldbury substation in Sandwell to Kitwell substation
in Birmingham;



4YP line - 275kV route from Bustleholm substation in Sandwell to Drakelow
substation in South Derbyshire;
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ZFA line - 400kV/275kV route from Bustleholm substation in Sandwell to the
ZF line in Lichfield; and



275kV underground cable running from Bustleholm substation in Sandwell to
Perry Barr in Birmingham.

The following substations are also located within the administrative area of Sandwell
Metropolitan Borough Council:


Bustleholm substation - 275kV & 132kV;



Ocker Hill substation - 275kV & 132kV; and



Oldbury substation - 400kV, 275kV & 132kV.

Gas Transmission
National Grid owns and operates the high pressure gas transmission system in
England, Scotland and Wales that consists of approximately 4,300 miles of pipelines
and 26 compressor stations connecting to 8 distribution networks. National Grid has a
duty to develop and maintain an efficient co-ordinated and economical transmission
system for the conveyance of gas and respond to requests for new gas supplies in
certain circumstances.
New gas transmission infrastructure developments (pipelines and associated
installations) are periodically required to meet increases in demand and changes in
patterns of supply. Developments to our network are as a result of specific connection
requests e.g. power stations, and requests for additional capacity on our network from
gas shippers. Generally network developments to provide supplies to the local gas
distribution network are as a result of overall demand growth in a region rather than
site specific developments.
However, National Grid has no gas transmission assets located within the
administrative area of Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council.
Gas Distribution
National Grid also owns and operates approximately 82,000 miles of lower-pressure
distribution gas mains in the north west of England, the west Midlands, east of
England and north London - almost half of Britain's gas distribution network,
delivering gas to around 11 million homes, offices and factories. National Grid does
not supply gas, but provides the networks through which it flows. Reinforcements and
developments of our local distribution network generally are as a result of overall
demand growth in a region rather than site specific developments. A competitive
market operates for the connection of new developments.
5.2.2

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
No response to the Sandwell MBC CIL consultation exercise was received from any
of the local gas or electricity providers in Sandwell. National Grid advised that
definitive information on existing capacity or deficiencies should be gained from these
local distribution network operators. However, based on the available information it
can be assumed that there is no effective spare capacity in Sandwell’s gas or
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electricity network and so new development occurring in Sandwell over the planning
period will create demand for new infrastructure.
5.2.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development
Local growth and development would not have a significant effect upon the strategic
electricity or gas transmission network and additional growth would be unlikely to
result in any capacity issues for the transmission networks. The existing transmission
networks are likely to have the capacity to cope with additional demand.
Further discussion is needed to assess the effect of future growth on local distribution
networks to identify what constraints exist in the distribution network and what
additional infrastructure will be needed to serve growth. It will also be necessary to
liaise with local distribution suppliers to determine through what mechanism any
necessary infrastructure will be delivered.

5.2.4

Costs
As no specific items of additional gas or electricity network infrastructure connected to
growth have been identified there are no costs to present.

5.2.5

Sources of funding
No sources of funding have been identified.

5.2.6

Aggregate funding gap
There is currently no aggregate funding gap identified for gas and electricity
infrastructure.

5.3

Water and Drainage
Severn Trent Water is the sewerage undertaker for the Sandwell District. The main
water supply undertaker is South Staffordshire Water Ltd apart from the Newton and
Hamstead areas and a small part of Wednesbury Oak and Smethwick which is
covered by Severn Trent.
Under Water Industry Act 1991 sewerage undertakers have an obligation to provide
capacity for future domestic development. In addition there is also a requirement to
ensure that assets have no adverse effect on the environment and so water and
sewerage undertakers need to liaise closely with the Environment Agency to ensure
they provide appropriate levels of capacity in their areas.
Alongside the requirement to provide additional capacity for domestic growth there is
also a requirement to manage their assets efficiently to minimise their customers’
bills. Consequently there will often be minimal headroom at sewage treatment works
but they will provide additional treatment capacity once developments are confirmed.
To avoid potential inefficient investment based on speculative development
historically providers have not provided additional capacity until there is certainty that
the development will take place. This has usually been when a development has
outline planning status.
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In view of this established legislation and the charging mechanism agreed with Ofwat
water and drainage undertakers cannot be included in the CIL arrangements.
5.4

Waste
5.4.1

Current provision
Sandwell MBC Environment Services provide the following services across Sandwell:


Highways and Grounds Maintenance depot plus satellite depots.



Waste and Cleansing Services depot.



Waste Transfer Station.

The main facilities and built assets are located as follows:

5.4.2



Taylors Lane, Oldbury



Walsall Road, Wednesbury



Jubilee Park, Tipton



West Smethwick Park, Smethwick



Shidas Lane, Oldbury



Danks Way, West Bromwich

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
According to the consultation with Sandwell Environment Services there is no spare
capacity at the waste depots. They are operating at maximum capacity with suboptimal levels of waste being stored at depot facilities awaiting transfer to the Waste
Transfer Station.
The Waste Transfer station has some spare capacity. It currently provides 200ktpa
capacity. Current waste arisings are approximately 135ktpa. If a buffer of 10% is applied
this would equate to approximately 50K of spare capacity.

5.4.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development
Current and emerging international, national and local policy is placing an ever
increasing emphasis on sustainable waste management. This means reducing the
amount of waste produced, maximising the re-use of waste through recycling and
composting and minimising that which is thrown away into landfill.
However, according Sandwell Environment Services there should be sufficient capacity
to accommodate the demands generated by new growth. Therefore taking a conservative
approach no infrastructure requirement is attributable to CIL. This is based on the
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assumption of 1% waste growth estimated over 25 years. Actual waste growth has varied
from +3% to -6% over the last 10 years.
5.4.4

Costs
As there is deemed to be no infrastructure requirement there are no costs identified.

5.4.5

Sources of funding
No funding is required.

5.4.6

Aggregate funding gap
There is no funding gap.

5.5

Flood Defence
5.5.1

Current provision
Sandwell is mostly at risk from flooding from the Main River Tame and the Oldbury Arm of
the River Tame. The majority of minor watercourses within Sandwell are culverted.
The Environment Agency (EA) provide the following flood defence services in Sandwell:

5.5.2



Main River Flood Defences



Main River Drainage



Main River Channel Maintenance

Existing deficiencies / infrastructure capacity
According to the EA there is no effective spare capacity in the flood defence
infrastructure. The following flood defence infrastructure has existing deficiencies:



Culverted channel, Cradley Heath – channel silted and structural weaknesses



Raised defence Holloway Bank – collapsed wall



Culverted channel Brandhall Brook Culvert (Pound Close) – cracked
infrastructure



Culverted channel, Whiteheath Brook – silted channel and missing bricks

Following consultation with the EA a working assumption is made that 50% of the costs of
the infrastructure listed above and in Table
5.5.3

Future requirements / demand arising from new development
According to the EA the above following flood defence schemes are required to address
the needs created by the growth in Sandwell over the planning period:
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5.5.4



Culverted channel, Cradley Heath



Raised defence Holloway Bank



Culverted channel Brandhall Brook Culvert (Pound Close)



Culverted channel, Whiteheath Brook



Titford Culvert upsizing

Costs
The total costs of the above infrastructure requirement is £4.3m. This is shown at Table
5.1 below.

5.5.5

Sources of funding
There are generally three main funding mechanisms to fund flood defence infrastructure.
These are as follows:



Flood Defence Grant in Aid (from DEFRA)



Local Levy (Derived from Council tax and administered by the Flood Defence
Committee West Midlands



Beneficiary contributions (generally received from major employers on an ad
hoc basis to fund flood defences that will improve commercial land).

The only funding identified to fund the flood defence schemes listed at 5.5.3 above is
£2.5m allocated but not provided or committed from the DEFRA Flood Defence
‘accelerated funding’ pot for the Titford culvert upsizing project.
5.5.6

Utilities Aggregate funding gap
Table 5.1 below shows the infrastructure required as a result of future development, the
costs to meet existing shortfalls and future need, the committed and projected funding
and the aggregate funding gap.
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Table 5.1 Utilities infrastructure requirement, cost and funding gap
Project

Costs (£m)

Funding

Funding gap

Existing
shortfall

Future
need

Committed
Funding

Projected
funding

After
Committed
(Comt)

After
Comt &
Projected

Culverted
channel,
Cradley Heath

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

Raised
defence
Holloway Bank

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.3

Culverted
channel,
Cradley Heath

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

Raised
defence
Holloway Bank
Titford culvert
upsizing

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.3

0.0

2.5

0.0

2.5

2.5

0.0

Total

1.8

4.3

0.0

2.5

4.3

1.8
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6

FUNDING GAP

6.1

Introduction
This section explores the costs of providing the infrastructure required to meet the
future needs of a growing population in Sandwell over the period of the Core
Strategy. It explores how the infrastructure will be funded and provides evidence that
there is a funding gap that could be partly met through developer contributions such
as section 106 (s106) and Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).

6.2

Sandwell’s Infrastructure Requirement
Formatted: Font: Bold

Table 6.1Table 6.1 below summarises the infrastructure required in Sandwell over
the planning period to meet both the existing shortfall and the identified un-met need
generated by expected future housing growth. This table summarises the information
discussed in detail in chapters 3 to 5 above.
Table 6.1 Sandwell Infrastructure Requirement (2012-2026)
Infrastructure
Item

Costs (£m)

Funding

Funding gap (future
need)

Existing
shortfall

Future
need

Committed
Funding

Projected
funding
0.0

After
Committed
(Comt)
56.0

After
Comt &
Projected
56.0

Education

43.5

56.0

16.8

Health

30.0

356.3

30.0

350.0

356.3

6.3

Open Space /
Recreation

12.0

16.8

12.0

3.0

4.5

13.8

Libraries

0.0

2.4

0.0

0.0

2.4

2.4

Emergency
Services

4.0

0.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Strategic
Transport

0.0

2.1

2.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

Local Transport

3.8

73.2

0.0

13.5

73.2

59.7

Public Transport

5.0

21.5

3.2

0.5

18.3

17.8

1.8

4.3

0.0

2.5

4.3

1.8

Utilities
Total

100.1

532.6

68.1

369.5

20

515.0

157.8

20

Note: Committed funding that is deducted from future need of £539.6m is £4.7m as it does not include the
£4m that will address the costs for Emergency Services existing shortfall or the £16.8m that will address the
costs for existing shortfalls in education provision.
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6.3

Total Funding Gap
Formatted: Font: Bold

Table 6.1Table 6.1 shows that the cost of infrastructure to meet the existing shortfall
is approximately £100m. The funding for this existing infrastructure shortfall should be
met by the relevant delivery bodies and not by developer contributions such as s106
agreements or CIL.
The total element of future un-met need that could be at least partly funded through
developer contributions is approximately £533m. According to the CIL guidance note
‘CIL an Overview’ a basic principle is that almost all development has an impact on
the need for infrastructure and therefore that ‘it is only fair that they pay a share of its
cost’21. Also, those that benefit financially from the granting of permission22 should
share some of that gain with the community that granted it. However, in order for this
need to be met by developer contributions it must be demonstrated that there is no
committed funding from delivery agencies in place to meet the identified need.
Identified committed funding totals only £26.1m, or £4.7m if committed funding to
meet existing shortfalls is excluded. This means that the total funding gap after
committed funding is approximately £534m. An estimate of projected funding was
made by infrastructure providers. Estimated projected funding is £369.5m with the
majority of this made up of £350m to fund a new hospital raised through of PF2. Even
with this projected funding the funding gap is £157.8.m.
6.4

Justification for CIL
The evidence above demonstrates that there is likely to be a significant shortfall of
funding for the provision of the infrastructure necessary to support future housing
growth in Sandwell. Although it is very hard to accurately quantify the total funding
gap due to the inherent uncertainties of predicting future funding sources and lack of
accurate available information for all providers, it appears that the known funding gap
could be significant enough to justify the introduction of a CIL levy on new
development within Sandwell.

6.5

Historic s106 collections
S106 receipts have totalled approximately £6.6m between 2006 and 2012. A variety
of types of development have funded S106 contributions, but the majority has been
secured from residential development. The majority of the funds have been secured
for open space and transport infrastructure. The totals received per annum have
declined since 2008/9 reflecting the downturn in the economic climate, however it
does show that even in this difficult climate significant contributions have been, and
continue to be agreed.

6.6

Site specific s106 funded infrastructure
From the introduction of CIL in Sandwell, anticipated to be July 2014, CIL will be used
to fund, or contribute to funding, those items of infrastructure, or type of infrastructure,
set out in the Council’s Regulation 123 List. The Draft Reg. 123 List has been
prepared (see separate document for full details).

21

DCLG, CIL; An Overview (2011), paragraph 7 p5.
This includes all form of planning permission such permitted development
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From that date, planning obligations made under Section 106 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 will be limited to those matters that are directly related to
a specific site. Sandwell will continue to pool Section 106 contributions to provide
appropriate items of infrastructure not contained in the Reg. 123 List. No more than
five planning obligations (entered into after 6 April 2010) will be pooled in respect of
one of these items of infrastructure.
Large-scale developments are likely to have greater impact on the local community
and the infrastructure network, and are more likely to require on-site provision of
certain facilities such as green space or education. It is anticipated that there is likely
to be a limited number of instances in the plan period to 2021; where this does occur,
the authority will assess the extent of the need for infrastructure and negotiate the
appropriate planning obligations. A fuller statement on this issue has been prepared,
and is available separately.
6.7

Conclusion & Next Steps
This section has assessed the cost of providing the infrastructure required to meet the
needs of people arising from future housing growth in Sandwell over the planning
period. Care has been taken to ensure that the costs of providing for existing needs
are distinguished as developer contributions cannot be sought to meet existing need.
It has been careful to be conservative on these costs. An assessment of available
funding sources and distinguished committed funding has been made as this should
also be discounted from the amount that could potentially be met by developer
contributions.
Taking all this into account the estimated funding gap is approximately £157.8 million
after committed and projected funding. CIL receipts are presently expected to raise
approximately £6.894m between 2014 and 2021, or about £240,000 per annum. This
is significantly less that the borough’s average annual S106 legal agreements
receipts of £1.1m over the last few years. In the light of the information provided, the
proposed charge would therefore make only a modest contribution towards filling the
likely funding gap.
Given the current difficult economic climate and public funding cuts, CIL represents a
potentially powerful future infrastructure funding mechanism to help bridge that gap.
However, in order to set an appropriate CIL charge it is important to ensure that the
CIL charge does not affect the overall viability of development with the result that
significant amounts of development does not come forward in the area. In setting an
appropriate CIL charge this IDP should therefore be considered alongside a property
market viability assessment.
It is anticipated that the CIL rates will be reviewed if and when there is any
significant change in the local economic circumstances, but in any event it may
well be appropriate to do so after is has been in place for no longer than 3
years. To assist with this it is intended to monitor market viability on an annual
basis.
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APPENDIX A – SANDWELL CIL INFRASTRUCTURE SCHEDULE (2013)
Infrastructure Item

Costs (£m)
Existing
shortfall

Funding
Future need

Committed
Funding

Funding gap (future need)

Projected
funding

After Committed
(Comt)

After Comt &
Projected

Education
Approx 2500 Primary School
places

8.3

33.6

8.4

0.0

33.6

33.6

Approx 1150 Secondary School
places

8.3

22.4

8.4

0.0

22.4

22.4

New Hospital Site

0.0

350.0

0.0

350.0

350.0

0.0

Rationalising of the remaining
estate

30.0

0.0

30.0

0..0

0.0

0.0

Facilities adequate to support 16
additional GP’s
Open Space and Recreation

0.0

6.3

0.0

0.0

6.3

6.3

Additional outdoor gym equipment

n/a

0.38

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.38

Additional outdoor all weather
facilities

n/a

2.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.6

Recreational Infrastructure
(drainage, signage, lighting etc)

n/a

6.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

6.0

Health
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Arboriculture of tree stock

n/a

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

Management of ecological spaces

n/a

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.8

Additional recreational buildings

n/a

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

One single leisure centre to
replace existing facilities within
the Smethwick area

12.0

4.5

12.0

3.0

4.5

1.5

Additional library provision

0.0

2.4

0.0

0.0

2.4

2.4

New fire station

4.0

0.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Police
Transport

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

M5 Junction 2 capacity
enhancements

0.0

1.7

1.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

M6 Junction 9 capacity
enhancements

0.0

0.4

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.0

0.0

3.5

18.

14.5

0.0

8.5

0.0

3.5

8.5

5.0

2.5

7.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Emergency Services

M5, Junction 1 Improvement
A4123 Birchley Island/M5
Junction 2 Improvement
A41 Carters Green Junction
Improvement
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West Bromwich South West
Bypass
A4182 Junction Improvements
B4166 Oldbury Road/Albion Road
Junction
Charles St/Phoenix St Jcn, West
Bromwich and Greets Green
Rd/Ryders Green Rd Junc.
Tollhouse Way/Grove Lane
Junction, Smethwick
IT Block and Pinch Point Funded
Schemes (Numerous schemes
less than £1m each)
Public Transport

0.0

25.0

0.0

0.0

25.0

25.0

0.0

6.0

0.0

1.7

6.0

4.3

1.3

1.3

0.0

1.3

1.3

0.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

1.5

2.0

0.5

0.0

2.0

0.0

1.5

2.0

0.5

0.0

2.9

0.0

0.5

2.9

2.4

0.0

0.0

Tipton Public Transport
Interchange

Not
confirmed

Londonderry Interchange

Not
confirmed

Walking route improvements

Not
confirmed

Park and ride extension at Rowley
Regis

0.8

2.3

2.3

Public realm measures at West
Bromwich /Metro Plaza

2.0

6.1

0.2

0.0

5.9

5.9

Park and ride extension at
Wednesbury Parkway

0.0

3.4

0.2

0.0

3.2

3.2
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Tame Bridge Parkway park and
ride extension

0.0

3.4

0.2

0.0

3.2

3.2

CCTV improvement measures

0.2

0.5

0.1

0.0

0.4

0.4

Passenger Information
Improvements

1.25

3.75

0.0

0.0

3.75

3.75

Coseley Park and Ride

0.0

2.3

0.2

0.0

2.1

2.1

Strategic bus corridors across
Sandwell

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

Blackheath Public Transport
Interchange

0.7

2.0

0.0

0.5

2.0

1.5

Culverted channel, Cradley Heath

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

Raised defence Holloway Bank

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.3

Culverted channel, Cradley Heath

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

Raised defence Holloway Bank
Titford culvert upsizing

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.3

0.0

2.5

0.0

2.5

2.5

0.0

Flood Defence
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APPENDIX B – CONSULTEES

The following consultees were contacted and provided information which fed into the Sandwell
IDP. This information was provided on the basis that it was confidential.

Sandwell MBC Parks & Countryside Manager
Sandwell MBC P.E. & Sports Strategy Manager
Sandwell MBC Team Manager, School Organisation
Unit
Sandwell MBC Housing Partnerships Officer
Sandwell MBC Transportation Planning Team Leader
Sandwell MBC Environment Services Manager (i.e.
Waste Facilities)
Sandwell MBC Events Programme Manager (SMBC
Libraries)
Sandwell College
The Coal Authority
Entec UK Ltd (for National Grid)
Severn Trent Water Ltd
British Waterways
Atlantic Electric And Gas
Ebico Ltd
Ecotricity
Good Energy
London Energy
Powergen Retail Ltd
EDF Energy
Scottish And Southern Energy
Utilita Services Ltd
Countrywide Energy
Scottish Power Ltd
The Environment Manager
N Power
The Gas Transportation Company Limited
Quadrant Ltd (Formerly East Midlands Pipelines
Limited
Green Energy (UK) Plc
Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Hospitals Trust

Sandwell PCT And Cycling In Sandwell
Sandwell Primary Care Trust
Environment Agency
Natural England
English Heritage
Sport England
Walsall MBC
Wolverhampton City Council
Dudley MBC
Solihull MBC
Birmingham City Council
Black Country Consortium
West Midlands Leaders Board
West Midlands Fire Service
West Midlands Police
West Midlands Ambulance Service NHS Trust
BT Openreach
Virgin Media
UK Broadband Limited
Mobile Operators Association
Arquiva
Aquila Networks
Highways Agency
Network Rail
Chiltern Railways
West Midlands Special Needs Transport
CENTRO/WMPTE
Rail Freight Group
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